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This catalogue of fine illustrated books was a great pleasure for me to put together for 
two reasons: the number of books in fine contemporary bindings, and the broad range 
of subject matter.
 At a time when many believe that you can’t find great copies as you could 
in the “good old days”, the number of exceptional examples in the present catalogue 
shows that if you have the experience and know where to look, there are still great 
treasures to be found. Some of the fine contemporary bindings are showcased at the 
beginning of the catalogue.
 The breadth of subject matter is equally impressive, ranging from fine 
topographical works such as Nattes Views of Bath (item 35), and a complete deluxe 
issue of Roberts’ Holy Land & Egypt (item 34), through to great natural history 
books including Merian’s Insects of Surinam (item 32) and Redoute’s Choix des plus 
belles Fleurs (item 41) – so much more accessible than his Roses or Lillies, by way of 
anatomy in the form of Gautier-d’Agoty (item 22);  Windmill architecture (item 1), 
and the incomparable complete set of Cochin’s engravings depicting the victories of 
the Chinese emperor K’ien Lung (item 14). Aside from their historical importance, 
these represent the pinnacle of eighteenth century copper engraving with remarkable 
detail and tonal range. The twentieth century is represented by Severini (item 47), 
and the cover item, Matisse’s Jazz (item 31), widely regarded as the finest illustrated 
book of the century. Our specialty areas of Russian books and Judaica are also well 
represented, notably the fine Hebrew manuscript prayer book (item 26).
 I’m sure that you will find something to interest you. Please don’t hesitate to 
contact me with any queries.

Julian MacKenzie
Julian@shapero.com
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From top left:

item 35 - [HAGGADAH] - Passover Haggadah.  item 18 - DROUVILLE, GAspARD. Voyage en Perse.  item 45 - ROMANOVA, GRAND DUcHEss 

VIctORIA FEDOROVNA. Молитвослов - A Book of Prayers.  item 20 - ELLIOt, DANIEL GIRAUD. A monograph of the phasianidae or family of the pheasants.  

item 48 - VIRGIL. The works of Publius Virgilius Maro.  item 44 - ROBERts, DAVID. The Holy Land.

From top left:

item 16 - DENON, DOMINIqUE-VIVANt. Voyage dans la Basse et la Haute Égypte.  item 38 - pAULY, tHEODORE DE. Description ethnographique des 

peuples de la Russie.  item 41 - REDOUtÉ, pIERRE-JOsEpH. Choix des plus belles fleurs.  item 31 - MAtIssE, HENRI. Jazz.  item 32 - MERIAN, MARIA 

sIBYLLA. Dissertatio de generatione et metamorphosibus insectorum Surinamensium.  item 30 - [LItURGY – sLAVONIc] - КанонниК [Book of Canons].

item 21 - FERRARIO, pIEtRO; GIOVANNI GIAcOMO DE’ ROssI. Palazzi di Roma. 



From top left:

item 23 - GOULD, JOHN. The Birds of Europe.  item 34 - MOSS, EDWARD. Shores of the Polar sea.  item 26 - [HEBREW MANUSCRIPT 

PRAYER-BOOK]. Seder Berakhot.  item 35 - NATTES, JOHN CLAUDE. Bath, illustrated by a series of views  item 24 - GOULD, JOHN. A monograph of 

the Trogonidae, or Trogons.  item 29 - LEVAILLANT, FRANÇOIS. Histoire naturelle des perroquets.  item 40 - [PUNJAB]. Original Sketches in the Punjaub. 

By a Lady.. item 2 - ALBANIS BEAUMONT, JEAN FRANÇOIS. Travels through the Rhætian Alps.

From top left:

item 17 - DONOVAN, EDWARD. The natural history of British birds.  item 9 - BOYDELL, JOHN AND JOSIAH. An history of the River Thames.  

item 39 - PLUVINEL, ANTOINE DE. L’instruction du roy en l’exercice de monter a cheval.  item 8 - BLAGDON, FRANCIS WILLIAM. A brief history of 
ancient and modern India  item 7 - BERLÈSE , ABBÉ LAURENT. Iconographie du genre camellia. item 33 - MONTFAUCON, BERNARD DE. L’Antiquité 

expliquée et représentée en figures. 
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 Collection of Twenty Original Drawings of Mills. 
 [Flanders, ca. 1770].  

BEAUTIFUL GROUP OF UNUSUALLY LARGE TECHNICAL PLANS AND DRAWINGS OF FOUR FLEMISH MILLS 
BUILT IN THE LATE 18TH CENTURY - ALL HAND-COLOURED AND IN VERY FRESH CONDITION. AN 
OUTSTANDING GROUP OF TECHNICAL DRAWINGS WITH ARTISTIC MERIT.

Using all resources of the colour palette as well as paper overlays on the main 
drawing, these twenty sheets show, in horizontal and vertical sections, the mechanism 
and structure of wind-, water- and saw mills. The great detail demonstrates the 
technical advancement of the famous northern European mills; at the same time 
figures of workers adorn the drawings and, enable us to determine the date when 
these drawings were produced.

Several drawings show sections of the architectural structures, which are utilitarian 
buildings, designed to withstand the immense physical forces working in mill buildings. 
Connections of beams had to be reinforced by wrought iron sheets and bars and the 
rotating transmission of power was firmly anchored in the thick walls. 

The large format of the drawings, the attention to detail and the quality of the 
production suggest that the group was made for presentation purposes, probably 
by an architect-engineer to advertise his skills. The draughtsman used the shadow 
of the structures to further explain the views in an additional dimension; every nail 
in the floorboards is depicted, as well as fish in the water. The French captions and 
explanations to the verso of the sheets indicate the mill type, the number of sheets for 
one mill and the place where each mill was actually built. They break down as follows:

1- A sawmill with circular horse-gin in Anvers (6 leaves)
2- A sawmill in Melle, near Ghent (3 leaves)
3- A saw- and oil-mill in Enghien (7 leaves)
4- A water-mill in the Abbaye du Parc (leaves 3-6).

The captions on the plates read as follows: 

[Project Anvers; 6 plates] 
1ere feuille : plans profils en élévations du moulin a scier des planches et des lattes D’ 
Anvers en 6 feuillets, 1er plan pris a hauteur de la ligne AB des 2 coupes; [50.5 x 50.5cm]
2e feuille : plans profils en élévations ... 2e plan pris a hauteur de la ligne CD des coupes; 
3e feuille : plan à la hauteur EF des coupes; [37.5 x 56.5cm] 
4e feuille : plan profils ... 4eme et 5eme plans pris à la hauteur des lignes GH et HK des 
coupes; [29 x 46cm] 
5e feuille: plans profils ... coupe sur la ligne RS du second plan et par la ligne LM de la 
2eme coupe; [89 x 108, frame 112 x 130cm] 
6e feuille et dernier : plans profils ... 2e coupe sure la ligne PQ du second plan et par la 
ligne NO de la 1ere coupe. [96 x 101, frame 121x124]. Framed together with Coupe 
prise sur la ligne LM du premier plan ou l’ont voit la presse a l’huile par devant.

[Project Mesle près de Gand; 3 plates] 
1ere feuille : plans profils et élévation d’un moulin a trois scieries sur le bord de 
l’Escaut a Mesle près de Gand en trois feuilles. 1ere coupe sur la ligne AB du plan ; 
[103.5 x 117.5, frame 121 x 136cm]
2e feuille: plans profils et ... plan ; [47 x 120cm]

AN EXCEPTIONAL ENSEMBLE OF TECHNICAL VIRTUOSITY

1. 
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3e et dernière feuille ... 12eme coupe sur la ligne CD du Plan et CD de la 1ere coupe. 
[110 x 71 cm, frame 132 x 93cm]

[Project moulin a eau d’Enghin; 7 plates] 
1ere feuille : plans profils et élévations du moulin à eau d’Enghin, qui fait agir une 
huilerie, une forgerie, une double scierie, et une meule a gruau. En 7 feuilles. 1er plan 
pris a hauteur des lignes CD des coupes; [83 x 117, frame 105.5 x 139cm] 
2e feuille : plans profils et élévations ... 2e plan pris a la hauteur des lignes IK des 
coupes ; [80 x 110cm]
3e feuille : plans profils et élévations ... une grande et petite scierie ...; Coupe pris sur 
ligne EF des deux plans; [43 x 102cm]
4e feuille : plans profils et élévations ... Coupe prise sur les lignes AB des 2 plans; [74.5 
x 116, frame 99 x 145.5cm]
5e feuille : plans profils et élévations ... Coupe prise sur les lignes GH des deux plans; 
[74 x 119.5, frame 99 x 145.5cm]
6e feuille : plans profils et élévations … Coupe prise sur les lignes NO des deux plans; 
[84 x 77, frame 107.5 x 99.5cm]
7e feuille et dernière : plans profils ... Coupe prise sur la ligne LM du premier plan ou 
l’ont voit la presse a l’huile par devant. [51 x 33, 121 x 124cm]. Framed together with 
2e coupe sure la ligne PQ du second plan et par la ligne NO de la 1ere coupe. 

[Project L’Abbaye du Parc près de Louvain, 4 plates] 
[1-2: missing] 
3e feuille: plans profils et élévations du moulin à eau de l’Abbaye du Parc près de 
Louvain qui fait agir une double scierie pour des planches et pour des lattes en 6 feuilles. 
Coupe prise sur les lignes IK et PQ du petit plan de la scierie a latte.[51 x 69cm]
4e feuille: plans profils et élévations ... une grande et petite scierie ... Coupe prise sur la 
ligne EF du grand plan; [71 x 82, frame 91 x 104cm]
5e feuille: plans profils et élévations... Coupe prise sur la ligne GH du grand plan; [51 x 72cm]
6e feuille et dernière. Plans profils et élévations ... Plans pris sur les lignes NO et LM 
des deux coupes de la petite scierie a lattes. [31.5 x 42cm]

Twenty paper sheets of various sizes and forms, ink drawings with water-colour and ink captions in 
French; occasional tears repaired. All preserved in mounts, ten framed and glazed. Provenance: Count of 
Turckheim (reputedly). 

£45,000  [ref: 84488]
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 ALBANIS BEAUMONT, JEAN FRANÇOIS. Travels through the Rhætian Alps, in the 
year MDCCLXXXVI. From Italy to Germany, through Tyrol: by Albanis Beaumont ... The work 
is ornamented with ten large aqua-tinta engravings, from original designs by the author ...
 For the Author, London, 1792.

RARE COLOURED EXAMPLE IN A FINE CONTEMPORARY BINDING.

“Jean François Albanis Beaumont,  (1755–1812), engraver and landscape painter, 
may have been a son of, or related to, the Piedmontese artist Claudio Francesco 
Beaumont (1694–1766). He was born at Chambéry, entered the engineering school 
at Mezières, and in 1775 joined the Sardinian army as an engineer. At this time 
Sardinian territory extended into what is now Provence, and Beaumont was working 
as a hydraulic engineer at Nice, where he met the duke of Gloucester. In 1780 the 
duke engaged him as a teacher of mathematics and fortifications to his children; 
Beaumont then accompanied the duke on his travels in the Alps. Beaumont himself 
made several crossings of the region, and on one occasion travelled westwards along 
the Mediterranean coast into French territory. A few years later he travelled through 
the maritime Alps from Cuneo in Italy to Nice by the newly constructed road across 
the pass of Lanslebourg. In the 1790s he went through the Lepontine Alps, from 
Lyons to Turin.

Beaumont’s accounts of these journeys show a lively interest in the classical history 
of the area. He comments on benefits he has received from the works of other 
scientists active in the region, such as de Saussure, de Luc, and Pictet; he also 
remarks on the structural geology and mineralogy of the alpine regions and reports 
altitudes measured with his barometer. Published in large format, these accounts are 
embellished with maps drawn by himself (which he signed ‘A. Beaumont, engineer’) 
and by drawings in simple and sepia-washed versions, the latter coloured by Bernard 
Lory the elder.

In the early 1790s the duke of Gloucester took Beaumont to London, where 
he remained during the French Revolution. There he went into partnership with 
Thomas Gowland and employed Cornelius Apostool as engraver, publishing views of 
Switzerland, Mediterranean France, and Piedmont. He afterwards took to landscape 
painting, and in 1806 exhibited A Storm at Sea in which the waves were considered 
very realistic. Under the empire he retired to La Vernaz, in the Haute Savoie, where he 
reared sheep. In 1808 he was rewarded by the emperor for having acclimatized black 
merino sheep in that region. He died in 1812” (ODNB).

First edition. Folio (55 x 38 cm), viii, 82, [ii] pp., engraved map, 10 fine hand-coloured aquatint plates after 
drawings by the author, light spotting to title, short soft crease to caption edge of plates, contemporary 
green straight-grained morocco gilt, covers with red morocco borders gilt, spine in seven compartments, 
morocco label to second, others richly gilt, double raised bands, lightly rubbed, all edges gilt, a very 
handsome example.  
Abbey Travel 49. 

£8,500  [ref: 94683]

FINELY BOUND AND WITH HAND-COLOURED PLATES

2. 
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 [ALEXANDER II] - Description du Sacre et du Couronnement de leurs 
Majestés Impériales l’Empereur Alexandre II et l’Impératrice Marie Alexandrovna.  
[Описание Священного Коронования Их Императорского Величествa Государя 
Императора Александра Второго и Государыни Императрицы Марии 
Александровны Всея России]. 
 Acad. Imperiale des Sciences, St. Petersbourg, 1856.

FIRST EDITION OF THE MOST SUMPTUOUS OF THE IMPERIAL CORONATION ALBUMS - ONE OF ONLY 
200 COPIES.

In his 1941 Valse des Fleurs, Sacherevell Sitwell speculated that the volume was “of such 
immense size [that] this may be the largest book that ever issued from the printing 
press.” No cost was spared in the production of the book: special large type was 
cast and it was printed on paper imported from China. Of the 52 illustrations, 18 are 
exquisitely printed chromolithographs after Zichy, Timm and other court artists and 
still retain their intense colors today. The volume took four years to prepare and the 
production cost an astounding 123,000 rubles. The album was prepared not merely for 
members of the court, but also for the diplomatic elite and the aristocracy of Europe. 
Two hundred copies were published in Russian, and two hundred in French, the latter 
as gifts for high figures in the court and foreign guests attending the ceremony.

Elephant folio (90 x 67 cm). Lithographed title printed in red and gilt, 125 pp., text printed in brown on thick 
paper, with 18 full-page chromolithographs, some of these mounted as issued on thick paper with bilingual 
captions, by various engravers for Lemercier after Zichy, Timm, and others, 32 lithographed illustations, a 
few in color, printed on india paper and mounted as issued, and tinted folding panorama of Moscow; light 
marginal spotting. Publisher’s green morocco, the cover gilt with a large block of the Imperial regalia, gilt 
edges; rebacked preserving spine, covers slightly rubbed.  
Burtsev 286; Fekula 2019 (French issue); Lipperheide Sk9 (French issue); Vereshchagin 25;  R. Wortman, 
Scenarios of Power, vol. 2, Princeton, 2000, pp. 33-35. 

£85,000  [ref: 90191]

3. 
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 ANGAS, GEORGE FRENCH. The New Zealanders Illustrated. 
 McLean, London, 1847.

Angas (1822-1886), was perhaps the most brilliant British depictor of ethnographic 
types. To  perfect himself as a draughtsman, in 1842, he studied anatomical drawing in 
London, and also learned the art of lithography. In September 1843 he went to South 
Australia, a colony of which his father was one of the founders. There he joined several 
of (Sir) George Grey’s expeditions, and made sketches in watercolours of the scenery, 
aborigines, and natural history of South Australia. Proceeding to New Zealand, he 
travelled over eight hundred miles on foot in the wildest regions, and made sketches of 
the country as he journeyed. Returning to England, he published his sketches in 1847 
in two  folio volumes, entitled ‘South Australia Illustrated’ and ‘The New Zealanders 
Illustrated.’ These, along with his South African volume, form a cornerstone of colour-
plate travel literature. This work features marvellous plates of the Maori and their 
environment. Angas depicts them swinging from a pole by rope; their tattoos, etc.

First edition in book form. Folio. Additional hand-coloured lithographed title-page, 60 hand-coloured 
lithographs, minimal light foxing, contemporary half red morocco, a bit rubbed, rebacked preserving original 
spine, a very good example.  
Abbey Travel 589; Colas 132; Tooley 61; Hocken p129; Taylor p152. 

£19,500  [ref: 93765]

4. 
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 ANGAS, GEORGE FRENCH. South Australia illustrated. 
 Thomas McLean, London, 1847.

Angas, born in 1822 at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, spent two years from 1843 sketching 
extensively in South Australia and New Zealand, producing 2 large folio volumes on 
the respective subjects in 1847.

“South Australia illustrated is without question Angas’s greatest and most 
accomplished work. his views of towns and scenery, of the Aborigines and of the flora 
and fauna offer an outstanding - if romantic- interpretation of the Australian landscape. 
It is a rare book ... and one that has always been held in high esteem. It must be 
considered one of the fundamental works in any collection of Australian plate books 
and no collection can be considered complete without it.” (Wantrup).

First edition. Large folio (55 x 38 cm approx.), hand-coloured lithographed pictorial title, subscription list, 60 
hand-coloured lithographed plates by Angas, Giles, Hawkins, and Wing, after Gill (2) and Angas (58), minimal 
light foxing, contemporary half brown morocco, a bit rubbed, rebacked preserving original spine, a very 
good example.  
Abbey, Travel, 577; Colas 133; Ferguson 4458; Tooley 62;Wantrup pp311-312. 

£22,500  [ref: 93764]

5. 
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FINE CONTEMPORARY HAND COLOUR

6.  BELON DU MANS, PIERRE. L’histoire de la nature des oyseaux, avec leurs 
descriptions, & naïfs portraicts retirez du naturel.  
 Guillaume Cavellat, Paris, 1555.

A BEAUTIFUL COPY OF THE RARE FIRST EDITION.

One of the first ornithological texts based on direct observation and illustrated from 
original drawings. “Belon described approximately 230 species (including the bat), most 
of them European, but including some foreign species observed from his sojourns in 
Asia Minor and Egypt” (Norman). Though much of this work is based on Aristotle 
and Pliny, Belon provided many novel observations as to the appearance, habits and 
distribution of birds. In addition, he made an important and original contribution to 
comparative anatomy by comparing in detail the skeletons of birds and man and 
showing them to be fundamentally identical in structure.

“Belon was born in Le Mans, France, and studied medicine in Paris. In 1540 he went to 
Germany to study botany, becoming a leading figure in the sixteenth-century revival of 
natural history that followed the great voyages, the invention of printing, and the new 
artistic realism of the Renaissance.

Between 1546 and 1549 Belon travelled in the eastern Mediterranean countries, 
comparing the animals and plants he observed with their descriptions by classical 
authors. The results were published as Les Observations des plusieurs singularitez et choses 
mémorables trouvées en Grèce, Asie, Judée, Egypte, Arabie et autre pays éstranges, 1553. 
On his travels, Belon was in the habit of investigating the birds and fishes that came 
to market, and in England he met the Venetian Daniel Barbaro, who had made many 
drawings of Adriatic fishes. From these sources Belon produced two books on fishes: 
L’Histoire naturelle des éstranges poissons marins, 1551 and De aquatilibus (1553). The first 
is notable for its dissertation on the dolphin, in which he identified the common Atlantic 
species with the dolphin of the ancients and distinguished it from the porpoise.

Belon’s principal achievement is a history of birds, L’Histoire de la nature des oyseaux, 
1555. An illustrated book of the kind inspired by the drawings of Albrecht Dürer and 
Leonardo da Vinci, it describes about 200 birds, mostly of European origin. He drew 
attention to the correspondence between the skeletons of birds and man, an early 
hint of the discipline of comparative anatomy.

Belon was also interested in geology and botany and is reputed to have introduced 
the cedar of Lebanon into western Europe. He also established two botanical gardens 
in France and suggested that many exotic plants might be acclimatized and grown in 
temperate regions. In many ways a typical figure of the Renaissance, Belon’s end was 
all too typical of that time, for he was murdered in the Bois de Boulogne in 1564” 
(Oxford Reference).

Provenance: old ownership inscription (illegible) to title dated 1640; Baron d’Offemont 
(armorial bookplate); Auguste-P. Garnier (bookplate).

First edition. Cavellat issue. 7 parts in one volume, Folio. (34 x 22 cm). xxviii, 382 pp., Hand-coloured 
woodcut printer’s device on title and six sectional titles, woodcut portrait of Belon on title verso, two 
woodcuts of human and bird skeletons and 158 large woodcuts in text of birds by Pierre Gourdelle and 
others, numerous 11-line and smaller ornamental woodcut initials and head-pieces, light soiling to title, 
with 17th century ownership inscription to head, page 163 torn and expertly repaired, occasional trivial 
foxing and old staining, nineteenth century vellum, edges stained red, overall a fine clean copy with excellent 
contemporary hand-colour.  
Anker pp. 9-10; BM/STC French p. 46; Garrison-Morton 283 (Cavellat issue); Mortimer French 50; Nissen 
IVB 86; Norman 180. 

£37,500  [ref: 94902]
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 BERLÈSE , ABBÉ LAURENT. Iconographie du genre camellia ou description et 
figures des camellias les plus beaux et les plus rares peints d’après nature...  
 H. Cousin, Paris, 1841-1843.

FIRST EDITION OF AN OUTSTANDING BOTANICAL BOOKS, THIS EXAMPLE WITH FINE PROVENANCE.

The highly finished plates were drawn by J.J. Jung, member of the Royal Society of 
Horticulture in Paris, from the varieties growing in the gardens and hothouses of Berlèse. 
They were engraved by Dumenil, Gabriel and Oudet and printed by N. Remond.

Lorenzo Berlèse was born at Treviso, Italy, on July 20th, 1784. His scholarly interest in 
the cultivation of camellias began as early as 1817 and indeed Berlèse had come to be 
known as the world’s greatest authority on camellias. As one of the earliest horticulturists 
to classsify a group of plants, Berlèse arranged and distinguished between 508 varieties of 
camellias, based on subtle variations in colouring. These subtle distinctions are masterfully 
represented with life-like fidelity in this authoritative work.

This copy is from the library of the distinguished French botanist and plant collector, 
Philippe de Vilmorin (1872-1917).

Provenance: Philippe Levêque de Vilmorin (bookplate to first 2 volumes); Comte 
Philippe Lippens (bookplate in all volumes).

Three volumes, 4to (36 x 28 cm). 300 fine hand-coloured engraved plates, partly printed in colour, a little 
light browning and spotting, a few more heavily so,contemporary red half morocco gilt, a very good set.  

£37,500  [ref: 94134]

7. 
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 BLAGDON, FRANCIS WILLIAM. A brief history of ancient and modern India, from 
the earliest periods of antiquity to the termination of the late Mahratta War.
 For Edward Orme, London, 1805.

COMPLETE SET OF THIS BEAUTIFUL WORK IN A SPECTACULAR BINDING WITH HAND-COLOURED PLATES 
AFTER DANIELL, WARD AND HUNTER.

The two parts comprise 24 Views in Hindostan and Picturesque scenery in the kingdom 
of Mysore.

Blagdon (circa 1777-1819), journalist and author,  began his career as a horn-boy 
employed to sell the Sun newspaper whenever it contained any extraordinary news. 
He then became amanuensis to Dr A. F. M. Willich, a medical writer, who taught him 
French and German; he also learnt Spanish and Italian, and subsequently described 
himself as ‘professor’ of those languages, which probably implies that he endeavoured 
to earn a living by teaching. At one time he published a French Interpreter. In 1802 
Blagdon began editing the series Modern Discoveries (1802–3); the first two volumes 
comprised Vivant Denon’s Travels in Egypt in the train of Napoleon Bonaparte, the 
next two included Golberry’s Travels in Africa, and the remaining four were devoted to 
Pallas’s Travels in the Southern Provinces of Russia. The first two works were translated 
by Blagdon from the French, and the last from the German. His interests ranged 
from the literary to the historical. In 1803 he commenced publishing with the Revd F. 
Prevost a literary miscellany entitled Flowers of Literature, which continued to appear 
until 1809, and ran to seven volumes (ODNB).

The Daniell plates are:

1. A view of the Ossoore; 2. Thebet mountains; 3. West gate of Frioz Shah’s Cotilla, 
Delhi; 4. A Pagoda; 5. A Hindoo place of worship; 6. Dalmow on the Ganges; 7. 
The bridge at Juonpore, Bengal; 8. Distant view of Mootee Thurna; 9. The tomb of a 
Moorish lady, Bengal; 10. Felicity Hall near Moorshedabad, Bengal. 

First edition. 2 volumes in 1, large folio (56 x 43 cm), engraved title-page, hand-coloured plate of the native 
judges (oversize and with fold, some repairs to foot of plate as often), description of the frontispiece 
(engraved title), preface, 11 leaves of text, index, pictorial aquatint title for 24 views, 24 hand-coloured 
aquatint plates, appendix with 4 leaves of descriptions in double-column; title-page for Kingdom of Mysore, 
hand-coloured aquatint frontispiece, dedication, 40 hand-coloured aquatint plates, index leaf.  Altogether a 
total of 66 fine hand-coloured aquatint plates by Stadler, Harraden, Fellows, and Merke after drawings by 
William Orme taken from paintings by Colonel Ward, Daniell, and James Hunter, occasional light spotting, 
contemporary dark blue morocco gilt, covers with broad gilt borders including one in red morocco 
with greek key pattern, spine in seven compartments, gilt lettered to second, others richly gilt with urn 
centrepiece and red morocco onlays, double raised bands, all edges gilt, a beautiful copy.  
Abbey, Travel, 424; Tooley 93; Sutton, 62.  

£25,000  [ref: 94684]

SPECTACULAR BINDING

8. 
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 BOYDELL, JOHN AND JOSIAH. An history of the River Thames. 
 W. Bulmer for the Authors, London, 1794-1796.

A HANDSOME COPY IN A DISTINGUISHED CONTEMPORARY BINDING.

“Alderman Boydell, the prosperous printseller, who was elected Lord Mayor in 1790, 
had built up his fortune on the sale of cheap topographical prints engraved by himself. 
To celebrate his mayoralty he issued a retrospective collection of these line-engravings 
which includes 30 pleasant views of the Thames from Sunbury to Gravesend, 
measuring about 240 x 420 mm and originally published between 1750 and 1753 
at 1s each. Although he was now an entrepreneur and exporter of prints on a large 
scale he may have had in mind the pleasant sketching trips of his younger days when, 
in 1792, he decided to publish yet another Boydell’s Thames, depicting the river in 76 
plates from its source to its estuary.

This time, however, he commissioned the drawings from a successful landscape painter, 
Joseph Farington, a pupil of Richard Wilson who had gained great influence in the 
councils of the Royal Academy. The Thames proved a great success. It is advertised in 
the Boydell catalogue of December 1810 as ‘Uniform in size with the Shakespeare 
and Milton, 10 guineas in boards. The same Work, with the plates printed in bistre, 10 
guineas’. Surprisingly, sets with plates coloured in imitation of the original drawings cost 
no more than the monochrome edition. Sets exist watermarked as late as 1815 ... The 
medium chosen for reproducing the drawings was not the superlatively finished line-
engraving of the Woollett school, generally associated with Boydell and his versions 
of Old Master oil-paintings, but a combination of line-etching and aquatint. This was 
well suited to Farington’s water-colours which were first drawn in diluted brown 
or black ink, then washed over with a silver-grey tint to convey light and shade, and 
finished with thin, slight washes of pale colours. Though not great art, they are pleasing 
examples of the topographical work of the period: panoramic views with valleys 
and rolling hills receding to blue horizons, in composition and colouring not unlike 
Rowlandson’s rural landscapes.” (Adams).

Includes views of all the principle mansions and cities on or near the banks of the 
Thames, Blenheim, Oxford, Strawberry Hill, and London architectural landmarks, 
Lambeth Palace, the Tower, the Palace of Greenwich etc.

Provenance: Berger (armorial bookplate).

2 volumes, folio (41.3 x 30.7 cm.), engraved frontispiece and 2 folding maps, 76 hand-tinted aquatint plates, 
3 folding, contemporary red morocco with gilt frame, spine gilt in compartments, green morocco lettering 
piece, marbled endpapers, gilt edges, volume 1 without general title and dedication leaf to George III 
as often (only found in the first printing), some spotting to text volume 1, occasionally heavy, usual light 
offsetting to plates, a very handsome example.  
Abbey Scenery, 432; Adams, London, 75; Tooley, 102. 

£6,500  [ref: 94842]

9. 
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10.  BRADFORD, REVEREND WILLIAM. Sketches of the country, character, and 
costume, in Portugal and Spain, made during the Campaign, and on the route of the British 
army, in 1808 and 1809.
 Printed for John Booth by William Savage, London, 1810.

A HANDSOME LARGE PAPER COPY ON FINE THICK PAPER OF ONE OF THE BEST COLOUR PLATE BOOKS 
ON SPAIN.

These special large paper copies were produced in small numbers, probably no more than 
50 copies, and were usually published atr around double the price of a standard copy.

Bradford had served on Wellington’s staff during the Peninsular Campaign and the 
book is Bradford’s record of his time there. The British public were avid for information 
on Spain during and after the Campaign and this resulted in several attractive colour 
plate books. Many of these were primarily scenes of battles but the present work has 
a larger scope.

Bibliographically complex, with several issues being published as demand increased, this 
copy conforms to Abbey’s issue 2B with both title-pages dated 1810. 

Provenance: Sir Thomas Brancker (armorial bookplate).

LARGE PAPER COPY (48 X 33.5 CM), two parts in one volume, folio, stipple engraved frontispiece, 53 hand-coloured 
aquatint plates of costumes and landscapes, including 13 plates of military costume, plates engraved by Clark, 
contemporary diced russia, covers ruled in gilt with geometric panel in gilt and blind, spine in six compartments, 
gilt lettered direct in second, broad gilt dividers ruled in gilt, all edges gilt, neat restoration to spine.  
Abbey Travel 135; Colas 421; Tooley 107.  

£3,000  [ref: 94949]
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 BROOKE, E. ADVENO. The Gardens of England. 
 T. McLean, London, [1857].

A RARE, LARGE FORMAT WORK PROVIDING SUPERB DEPICTION OF ENGLISH COUNTRY HOUSE GARDENS 
IN VICTORIAN TIMES, AND GIVING AN INSIGHT INTO THE TASTE OF THE GREAT ESTATE OWNERS. 

Many of the gardens were begun in earlier times, but most feature later additions, 
sometimes in the Italian style, which proved a major attraction for Brooke.

The magnificent gardens depicted include those at Trentham Park (laid out by Capability 
Brown with additions by Charles Barry in the 1840’s), Enville Hall (gardens extended 
in the mid-nineteenth century and celebrated for its fountains, its floral display, and its 
domed and turreted oriental palace of a conservatory), Bowood House (originally laid 
out by Brown but with later Italianate terraces added), Alton Towers (“The work of 
a morbid imagination joined to the command of unlimited resources” (J. C. Loudon), 
Elvaston Castle (famous for its splendid arboretum), Shrublands Hall (Italianate terraces 
by Barry), Woburn Abbey (a Repton masterpiece),  Holkham House (William Kent-
Capability Brown, with extensive 1850’s additions including a parterre with the Earl of 
Leicester’s initials in box, and a pair of flower beds in a Louis XIV pattern accompanying 
a fountain representing St. George and the dragon), Castle Howard ( whose modern 
additions included a new parterre using yew hedges to frame the lawns and the Triton 
Fountain taken from the Great Exhibition), and many others. 

Brooke was an exhibitor at the Royal Academy and British Institution in the period 
between 1853 and 1864.

Provenance: Annie, Viscountess Cowdray (1881-1932, wife of Weetman Dickinson 
Pearson, 1st Viscount Cowdray; bookplate).

First edition. Folio (54 x 37cm.),  title-page and 25  lithographed plates printed in colours and finished by 
hand, heightened with gum arabic, lithographed dedication leaf, letterpress text, 16 lithographed vignettes on 
india paper pasted into text, original green morocco-backed cloth, title within leafy frame stamped in gilt on 
upper cover.  
Abbey, Scenery 392. 

£25,000  [ref: 92918]

11. 
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 CADOLLE, A[UGUSTE]. Vues de Moscou. Dediees a Sa Majeste Alexandre 1er.
 J. Pinard and Engelmann for Cadolle, Paris, 1825.

THE FIRST LARGE-SIZE PRINTS OF MOSCOW: THE DELUXE VERSION PRINTED ON FRAGILE CHINA 
PAPER, WITH THE RARE SUBSCRIBERS’ LIST AND KEPT IN ITS ORIGINAL PRINTED WRAPPERS.

A fine, complete example of Cadolle’s first Russian work, limited to only 250 copies, 
and showing dramatic views of the Russian capital during the Golden Age - published 
the year of the Decembrist revolt.

Cadolle lived in Russia a few years and upon his return published the present work, in 
3 issues, the first two containing 3 plates each, the last part 4 plates. The rare original 
wrappers of the present copy belong to the last issue, but still boast the enthusiastic 
and detailed prospectus of the first issue - like, according to Klepikov, in the copy of 
the National Library of Russia (St. Petersburg). Following the same source, the copy in 
the State Library of Russia (Moscow) is incomplete.

Broadsheet (76 x 53 cm). Title, dedication leaf, 4 pp. explanation of plates, subscribers’ list [2 pp.], and 
10 plates on China paper by Cadolle lithographed by Deroy, Joly, Lemaitre, Fragonard, Renoux, Jacottet, 
Dupressoir and others; some spotting. Loose as issued in original printed wrappers; small marginal tears, a 
larger closed tear repaired. Housed in modern clam-shell box.  
Brunet I, 1450; Klepikov XIX; Solovev Kat.105, 217a. Missing to Gubar’s collection. 

£27,500  [ref: 90910]

PUSHKIN’S MOSCOW

12. 
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 [CLOCKS]. An album of printed designs for decorative French mantel clocks. 
 France n.d. [circa 1850].

This album includes designs by Sorner, Leclère and Lelievre (printed by Lemercier, 
Ducreux, Lanoue, Plista and others) and show decorative clock surrounds with 
allegorical, mythical, historical and contemporary figures, from Plutarch to Lord 
Byron, together with rural and religious scenes. Most of the plates have labels 
describing the prices of the different materials for the clock surround, so it is 
probable that this album was one of a set used by a clockmaker for his clients to 
choose the surround of their choice.

Large folio (63.5 x 52 cm.), 137 sheets of lithographed plates, some with multiple images 
pasted to each sheet, some single plates (some folding), a few printed in sepia, nineteenth-
century navy cloth with green paper corners, lettered “Pendules. Composition no.1” on 
upper cover, some detached, one browned, a few with stains or tears.  

£30,000  [ref: 94752]

13. 
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 COCHIN, CHARLES-NICOLAS. [Les conque êtes de l’empereur de la Chine]. 
also known as: K’ien-Lung Pingding Xiyu Zhan Tu [= Emperor K’ien-Lung Pacifying the 
Western Regions].
 Paris, 1765-1775.

THE EXTREMELY RARE SET OF PLATES COMMISSIONED BY K’IEN-LUNG, EMPEROR OF CHINA (1735-
1795) TO CELEBRATE HIS FIRST CAMPAIGN VICTORY.
 
“The prints are from the plates prepared for K’ien-Lung, Emperor of China, produced 
officially in an edition of 200 copies for his personal distribution. However, evidence is 
that prints were pulled for the King of France and influential persons in Paris as well. 
The drawings were made in China under detailed orders from K’ien-Lung by three 
Jesuit and one Augustinian missionary artists after palace paintings in the 1760s, and 
forwarded to Paris for reproduction under the direction of Charles-Nicolas Cochin, 
“Cochin fils”. French sensibility to the artistic requirements of engravings for imperial 
distribution resulted in delays while the drawings were “improved,” but all the plates 
and prints were finally sent to China by 1775.” (Getty Museum). 
 
The battle-pieces are not only outstanding pieces of art, but also form an important 
visual source on military history and evidence of the cultural exchange between the 
East and the West - K’ien-Lung was inspired to commission the series after seeing  
engravings of  battle scenes  executed by the German Georg Philipp Rugendas.

K’ien-Lung, who proudly called himself “The Old Man with Ten Achievements” having 
won ten victories in the wars of conquest, later ordered five similar albums (produced 
in China) but the Pacifying the Western Regions suite is particularly valuable as the first 
of this series and the most artistically accomplished.

The emperor was a fitting inheritor of the martial skills of his Manchu ancestors. The 
Manchus, hitherto a confederation of tribes in north-east Asia, had taken advantage 
of peasant rebellions against the Ming dynasty and had occupied Beijing in 1644. 
From there, they proceeded to conquer the rest of China – forming a state known in 
Europe as “Grand Tartary”- leaving them as one of the three “superpowers” in central 
Eurasia along with Muscovite Russia and the Zunghar Mongolian confederation. The 
tensions between these powers led to a century of sporadic warfare in the region. 
In 1755, taking advantage of internal rivalries, the emperor’s expeditionary force 
marched into Zunghar territory, where after two years fighting, K’ien-Lung succeeded 
in subduing the population. This victory made possible the conquest of the Uigher 
population in Eastern Turkestan. The result of these two campaigns was to extend the 
area of the Qing Empire by the addition of the vast region which became known as 
Xinjiang [= new frontier] Province. The Qing or Manchu dynasty, was the last imperial 
dynasty of China, ruling from 1644 to 1912,  and formed the territorial base for the 
modern Chinese state.
 

K’IEN-LUNG’S MAGNIFICENT RECORD OF HIS FIRST MILITARY CAMPAIGN

14. 
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The 1755–1760 campaign in the Western Regions was the greatest war of conquest 
in the history of the Chinese Empire. Inspired by his first big victory, K’ien-Lung 
decided to record it. The Emperor had ordered his commanders to have drawings 
made of all the battles during the campaign. A number of these were later painted on 
silk, probably under the guidance of Jesuit artists, and exhibited in one of his palaces. 
In 1764 the Jesuits Guiseppe Castiglione, Ignites Sichelbarth, Jean-Denis Attiret and 
the Augustin Friar Jean-Damascene Sallusti were asked to make drawings after these 
paintings, which were then engraved in Paris. Of each plate two hundred copies were 
printed on the finest available paper and in 1768 two ships, each with 100 imprints 
of the first four plates, arrived in China. The last shipment of copper plates and prints 
arrived in the summer of 1775.
 
K’ien-Lung presented eighty-one of the sets to relatives and court favourites, and later 
sent other sets to temples and imperial palaces. He had wished to retain ownership 
over all the prints produced but a small number of sets stayed in Paris where some 
were presented to the king of France, Louis XV, and others ended up with favoured 
officials, etc. These few probably form the stock from which sets occasionally appear 
for sale in the West.

The bulk of the engravings in China were housed in the Summer-Palace, the favourite 
residence of the Qing Emperors. At the end of the Second Opium War, on October 
6 1860, the Anglo-French troops reached the Summer-Palace and for three days 
looted its buildings. A few days later Lord Elgin ordered the complete burning of 
more than 200 buildings of the Summer-Palace as an act of redress for the killing of 
some prisoners by the Chinese. This burning was carried out by the British troops on 
October 18-19 and resulted in the loss of many sets of these prints.
 
This series of engravings is incomparable to any others concerning China in the 
eighteenth century and the quality of the engraving and artistic excellence, full of life and 
energy, make this one of the most important pictorial documents concerning China.

The complete set of sixteen copper plate engravings (sheet size 97 x 64.5 cm.) by  L.J. Masquelier (1), J. 
Aliamet (2), J.Ph. le Bas (5), A. St.-Aubin (2), F.D. Ne ée (1), B.L. Prevost (2), P.P. Choffard (2), and N. de 
Launay (1), produced under the supervision of Charles-Nicholas Cochin, some restoration to margins, very 
good impressions.  
Cordier, H. Bibliotheca Sinica, column 641; Cohen-Di Ricci, column 479; P. Pelliot Les conquetes de 
l’empereur de la Chine in T’oung Pao ed. H. Cordier & P. Pelliot, volume 20, Leiden, 1921, pp. 183- 274. 

£210,000  [ref: 94554]
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 COLEBROOK, R[OBERT] H[YDE]. Twelve views of places in the kingdom of 
Mysore,  the country of Tippoo Sultan. From drawings taken on the spot. To which are 
annexed, concise descriptions of the places drawn, with a brief detail of part of the 
operations of the army under the Marquis of Cornwallis during the late war, and a few 
other particulars.
 Edward Orme, London, 1805. 

FINE EARLY VIEWS OF MYSORE.

Colebrook (1762-1808), served as a surveyor with the Bengal Infantry from 1778 until 
his death. While surveying the routes taken during the marches of the army under 
Lord Cornwallis in 1791 and 1792, he made drawings of Seringapatam, Bangalore,and  
the local countryside including the hill forts of Mysore.

The original publication of the views was announced in 1792 in the Calcutta Gazette. 
They were published in London in 1794, having been engraved in aquatint by John 
William Edy, a Dane working in London, under the superintendence of Paul Sandby. 
Beside views of Seringapatem and Bangalore, the set is notable for the plate of the 
mausoleum of Haidar Ali (who died in1782). 

This set of views, amongst the earliest to show places directly associated with Haidar 
Ali and Tipu Sultan, became very popular and were republished several times.

Landscape folio (49 x 65.5 cm), title, dedication and 6 sheets of letterpress text, 12 original  hand-coloured 
aquatint plates by J.W. Edy after Colebrooke, within grey wash frames, original wrappers with paper label to 
upper cover, the whole bound into later half calf, well preserved in modern cloth box, light soiling to title, an 
excellent copy with fine colour.  
Abbey Travel 419; Archer p30. 

£15,000  [ref: 92106]

INDIAN COLOUR-PLATE CLASSIC

15. 
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 DENON, DOMINIQUE-VIVANT. Voyage dans la Basse et la Haute Égypte, pendant 
les campagnes du général Bonaparte. 
 Didot l’aîné, Paris, 1802.

MAGNIFICENT LARGE FORMAT CLASSIC OF EGYPTOLOGY, THE FIRST MAJOR WORK ON THE SUBJECT. A 
SUPERB EXAMPLE, VERY FRESH AND FINELY BOUND IN CONTEMPORARY RED MOROCCO.

Denon (1747-1825), was a diplomat and artist who had moved his way up in Parisian 
society, befriended King Louis XV, survived the Revolution, and attracted the attention 
of Napoleon. He joined the Egyptian expedition at Napoleon’s invitation, even though 
he was not included in the Commission of Sciences and Arts. When, in December 
1798,  Napoleon decided to send General Belliard to join up with General Desaix 
in pursuit of the Mameluke leader Murad Bey into Upper Egypt, Denon was the one 
artist who was allowed to go along. He made good use of his time, sketching furiously 
when the troops paused for brief moments.

Denon was the first artist to discover and draw the temples and ruins at Thebes, Esna, 
Edfu, and Philae. Until that time, most of the known Egyptian antiquities were pyramids 
and scattered pieces of sculptures and stelae. It was when the brigade reached 
Dendera, just across from Qena, that Denon realized what might be in store. He came 
through the gate and got a view of the portico, and was enthralled.

“I felt that I was in the sanctuary of the arts and sciences…Never did the labour of 
man show me the human race in such a splendid point of view. In the ruins of Tentyra 
[the Roman word for Dendera] the Egyptians appeared to me giants.” 

On his return to  Paris he decided to publish his journal and drawings because the fate 
of the Commission was uncertain. Thus Denon was the first to reveal the richness of 
Egyptian art to Europe.

Two volumes, large folio (66.5 x 48.5 cm approx.), vi, 265, liii pp., plate volume complete with 143 engraved 
plates and maps, many double-page, generally showing 2 or more images, numbered to 141 (2 bis plates 
20bis & 54bis, plates 4 & 5 on 1 page), original tissue guards; very occasional light toning to paper as often. 
Contemporary red straight-grained morocco gilt, covers with gilt border, spines in eight compartments, 
green morocco lettering-piece to second, others with gilt corners and centre-pieces of bird and head tools; 
spines lightly faded.  
Hilmy 172; Cf. Blackmer 471 (later edition); http://napoleon.lindahall.org/denon.shtml 

£60,000  [ref: 94682]
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 DONOVAN, EDWARD. The natural history of British birds; or, a selection of the 
most rare, beautiful, and interesting birds which inhabit this country. 
 For The Author, London, 1794-1819.

Born in Cork, Ireland, Donovan (1768-1837) was an avid collector of natural history 
specimens purchased mainly at auctions of specimens from voyages of exploration. He 
was a Fellow of the Linnean Society and the Wernerian Natural History Society which 
gave him access to the best collections and libraries in London. It was quite common 
for private collectors to open small public museums, and in 1807 he founded the 
London Museum and Institute of Natural History. This exhibited several hundred cases 
of world birds, mammals, reptiles, fish, molluscs, insects, corals and other invertebrates 
and botanical specimens and other exotica alongside his British collections.

The present title was Donovan’s first publication and is largely based upon specimens 
in his own collection and the Lever Museum.

Provenance: William Howley (1766-1848), Bishop of London and later Archbishop of 
Canterbury.

First edition. 10 volumes, 8vo., 245 handcoloured engraved plates after and by the author, contemporary 
sprinkled calf gilt,neat repairs to joints as required, a very attractive set.  
Ayer/Zimmer 175c; Fine Bird Books 72*; McGill/Wood 322; Nissen IVB 257; Nissen SVB 133 

£7,000  [ref: 94675]

17. 
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 DROUVILLE, GASPARD [AND ALEXANDRE ORLOVSKY (ARTIST)]. Voyage en 
Perse pendant les années 1812 et 1813 contenant des détails peu connus sur les moeurs, 
usages, coutumes et cérémonies religieuses des Persans; ainsi que sur leur état militaire, 
tant ancien qu’actuel, et généralement sur tout ce qui concerne les forces régulières et 
irrégulières de cet empire.
 Imprimé chez Pulchart à ses frais, à Paris chez Firmin Didot, Saint Pétersbourg, 1819.

FIRST EDITION OF THIS EXTENSIVE ACCOUNT OF PERSIA, WHICH PROVIDED EUROPEAN AND 
RUSSIAN POLICY MAKERS WITH PRACTICAL CULTURAL AND MILITARY KNOWLEDGE A SUPERB 
EXAMPLE, FINELY BOUND FOR AND PRESENTED TO VICTOR-EMMANUEL I (1759-1824), Duke 
of Savoy and King of Sardinia; later acquired by the great bibliophile and collector of 
Islamic art Charles Kettaneh.

For a long time Persia had been a major player in Central Asia and the focus of the 
Russian and European politics in the region. Interest in Persia rose further following 
yet another Russo-Persian War (1804–13), which finished with the Treaty of Gulistan 
confirming the inclusion of modern day Azerbaijan, Daghestan and Eastern Georgia 
into the Russian Empire. After this humiliating defeat the Persian ruler Abbas Mirza 
started to seek closer ties with Europe and embarked on reforming and westernising 
his military forces with extensive assistance from Britain. 

Even though a number of historic accounts on Persia had been published before, 
they hardly provided Europeans and Russians with the much needed practical up-
to-date information. This gap was to be filled by a Frenchman and soldier of fortune, 
Gaspard Drouville (1783-1856), who spent three years in Persia in the service of 
the Russian Czar.

Initially interested in the organisation of the Persian army and recent military reforms, 
Drouville thought it was necessary to make the work more appealing to the general 
reader, and therefore expanded it with descriptions of the Persian social classes and 
ranks, customs, traditions and everyday life.

He had his text accompanied by sixty beautiful hand-coloured plates gathered in 
an atlas together with a map showing new borders established after the Treaty of 
Gulistan. Very unusually the atlas combined lithographed and engraved plates, with 
most of the illustrations being after the famed artist of Polish origin Alexander 
Orlowski (also Orlovsky; 1777–1832), who was responsible for introducing lithography 
in Russia in 1816 (Erik Gollerbakh, Istoriya graviury i litografii v Rossii, p.97).

COMPLETE WITH AN EXCEPTIONALLY RARE FIRST ISSUE OF THE ATLAS ABSENT FROM MAIN 
BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND PUBLIC HOLDINGS. 

The atlas has a complex history of publication, which failed to be registered in the 
main bibliographies. Through our research we established that there were at least 
three issues of the first edition printed in 1819–20. Our quarto issue of the atlas was 
shortly followed by the second and third ones published in folio format with varying 
titles: “Atlas ou Collection de 35 Dessins lithographiés par A. Orlowskj [...]. Second 
tirage. Prix 300 Rbl. Décembre 1819” and “Ou Collection De 40 Dessins lithographiés 
par A. Orlowskj [...]. Troisième Tirage. Prix 350 Rbl. 1820”. 

Most of the bibliographies do not distinguish between these different issues, simply 
stating “first edition”. They collate 62 plates, which corresponds to the index of the 

EXCEPTIONAL EXAMPLE OF ONE OF THE FIRST SIGNIFICANT, AND RAREST, RUSSIAN LITHOGRAPHED WORKS
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second and third issues, as opposed to 61 in ours. In these later folio issues illustrations 
No 12 and 13, appearing as two separate plates in our copy, are merged into one 
design, though separate numbering is preserved  in the index. A new plate titled  “Un 
Archer, Cavalier persan” is added under №62. 

The major difference between the first and later issues is the number of engraved 
plates – they were gradually substituted with lithographs in later issues and the titles of 
the atlases were updated accordingly. 

A VERY RARE WORK.  It is known that the print run of the second and third impressions 
of the atlas was around 150 copies, with some copies reserved for subscribers. IT 
IS ALMOST CERTAIN THAT ONLY A HANDFUL OF COPIES OF THE FIRST ISSUE WAS PRINTED, as it 
is unregistered in the main bibliographies and absent from public libraries. Rovinskiy 
briefly mentions the first issue of the atlas in the bibliography Podrobniy slovar russkikh 
graverov, but in his library he only had third edition of the work. 

Unlike the subsequent issues, the title page of our atlas does not list a sale price, indicating 
that it was possibly intended solely for presentation or might have been a trial proof.

We found ten copies of the first edition in public libraries, including five libraries in 
the USA, the Berlin State library, British library and Bibliotheque Nationale de France. 
However, all of them hold atlases only from the third issue or later. Apparently no 
copies of the first edition in the Library of Congress, Harvard or the Russian State 
library; the Russian National library seems to have only the first text volume.
We could not trace any complete copy selling at auction in past half-century.

A subsequent edition, now much more common, was published in 1825 in Paris to 
feed the demand for this quality work.

With great provenance: this delightful example was bound for Victor Emmanuel I, the 
second son of King Victor Amadeus III of Sardinia and Maria Antonia Ferdinanda of Spain. 
He participated in the First Coalition against Revolutionary France (1792–97). All his 
dominions save Sardinia were occupied by the French during 1802–14. His kingdom was 
later restored, with the addition of Genoa, by the Final Act of the Congress of Vienna 
(June 9, 1815), but he abdicated in 1821 in favour of his brother, Charles Felix.

More recently the copy belonged to Charles Kettaneh (1904-85), a Lebanese 
businessman who lived in Iran, where he became a close friend of André Godard, a 
great archaeologist and founder of the National Museum of Lebanon. A philanthropist, 
Kettaneh developed his taste for history, travel and as a natural consequence travel 
books on the Middle East. He managed to put together an excellent collection, 
focused and relatively small (less than 150 volumes) but of the highest quality thanks 
especially to the scarcity of the chosen works.

Provenance: Victor Emmanuel I of Sardinia (binding, ex-libris with a crown and motto 
“In ardua fidelis” to upper pastedowns); Charles Kettaneh (engraved exlibris to upper 
fly leaves).

Two volumes bound in one and atlas, quarto (26.8 x 21.2 cm). Half-title, title, XXXVI, [2], 168, [2]pp.; Half-
title, title, 224, [2]pp. Atlas: title, complete as per index with double-page map, frontispiece portrait and 59 
plates, including 13 double and 3 folding, engraved or lithographed mostly after Orlowski and Swébach by 
Beggrow, Shelkovnikov and others, all in contemporary hand colour, plates printed on at least three sorts of 
English paper, watermarks “Whatman” dated 1817 and 1818; a heraldic badge of the Prince of Wales’s three 
feathers, 1818; heavier paper watermarked “G.J.F.”; narrow light waterstain to inner margin in the last quire 
of text volume, occasional light spotting, heavier to titles, some occasional browning, plate 18 cut out and 
pasted on contemporary paper of the same sort, a few small repairs.   
Contemporary green crushed sheep, gilt ornamental boarders and turn-in, gilt lettering “à Sa Majesté le Roi 
de Sardaigne et de Piémont” to upper boards, spine decorated and lettered in gilt, pink endpapers, all edges 
gilt; slightly rubbed, some scratches to boards.  
Bobins 1087 (atlas from second issue with 62 plates); Brunet II 840 (incorrect description of atlas after 
Querard); Chahine 1411; Chertkov “Vseobshchaya biblioteka Rossii” 3030 (atlas not dated, 30 plates in text 
+ atlas with 8 pp. of text and 41 plates after Orlowski and Shvebakh); Colas I 899 (after Brunet); Ghani (p. 
107, second edition only); Gubar 840, 2926 - 2930 (copy of the first edition without atlas; 5 loose plates 
from different editions); Hiler, p.249 (Atlas ou collection de 43 costumes persanes, militaires et civil, 3 tirage, 
1823, 36 plates only); Lipperheide 1465 (second edition only); Querard II p. 595 (dating the work 1821, 
with 62 plates, error in title “par Oslowsky”); Solovev, cat. 105, No132 (issue of atlas not specified, 150 
rub); Rovinskiy pp. 489 - 493 (No57 - 97, mentions first issue with 59 pl. and a map but only had 3rd Paris 
edition); Wilson p. 62 (2); Not in Blackmer.   

£55,000  [ref: 94375]
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 ELIZABETH PETROVNA, EMPRESS OF RUSSIA. ОбстОятельнОе Описание 
тОржественных, пОрядкОв благОпОлучнагО вшествия в царствующий град МОскву и священн. 
кОрОнОвания ея август. иМпер. величества иМп. елизаветы петрОвны еже бысть в 1742 
г. [Description of the Solemn Order of Entry into the Capital City of Moscow and Solemn 
Coronation of Empress Elizabeth].
 Imperat. Akad. Nauk, Skt. Peterburg, 1744.

“IT HAS BEEN CALLED THE MOST SUMPTUOUS RUSSIAN BOOK OF THE EIGHTEENTH AND 
NINETEENTH CENTURIES” (FEKULA) CERTAINLY ONE OF THE MOST IMPRESSIVE EARLY ACHIEVEMENTS 
OF RUSSIAN ENGRAVING AND BOOK PRODUCTION.

A beautiful, fresh example of the rare Russian edition, with the striking mezzotint 
portrait and fireworks plate in excellent dark, silky tones.

The coronation of the daughter of Peter the Great was a grand affair, celebrated over 
almost two months between February and April, 1742. The project of a luxurious 
printed record began at this time, and took fours years to complete, being finished in 
1746 in spite of the date on the title page. It was simultaneously published in Russian, 
German, French and Latin, in a quantity of 650 copies (Svod. Katalog). The best 
engravers of the time, Russian and foreign (mostly German) based in St. Petersburg, 
took part in the realisation of this major achievement of Russian printing. 

“It is one of the most richly illustrated Russian baroque books [...] the collaboration 
in it between native and imported foreign artists is fascinating” (Martin Breslauer, cat. 
103, no. 84). 

“большая редкость” (Битовт).

“Одно из наиболее красивых русских изданий XVIII в. с превосходным, портретом. 
Императрицы, гравированным, черной манерой Штенглиным и 49 гравюрами, 
работы Соколова и др. [...] редка.” (Соловьев, 100 rub. in a recent Shnel binding)

Folio (44.5 x 28cm). Mezzotint frontispiece portrait of by Johann Stenglin after Louis Caravaque, engraved 
title, 168 pp., 49 engr. plates, many double-page and folding, by I. A. Sokolov (no. 5 after Elias Grimmel), G. A. 
Kachalov and C. A. Wortmann,; a few closed tears finely repaired. Contemporary Russian calf; rebacked to 
style, corners restored.  
Bitovt 1001; Fekula 2111 ; Obolyaninov 1846; Rovinskiy Portraits IV-31, Engravings II-949-952; SK 4789 
(illustrated); Solovev cat. 105, 185; Sopikov 7539. See Kasinec & Wortman, ‘Russian coronation albums’, 
Biblion 1 (1992), pp. 82-86. 

£92,500  [ref: 94671]
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 ELLIOT, DANIEL GIRAUD. A monograph of the phasianidae or family of the pheasants. 
 Published for the Author, New York, [1870]-1872.

ONE OF THE MOST SPLENDID OF ELLIOT’S GREAT MONOGRAPHS, AND A RARE AMERICAN 
CONTRIBUTION TO THIS IMPRESSIVE CLASS OF BOOKS.
 
Issued in 6 parts between June 1870 and October 1872, A Monograph of the 
Phasianidae is described by Sitwell as “the equal in every way to any work by Gould”. 
The magnificent size and beautiful colouring of the plates after Joseph Wolf ’s drawings 
reflect the importance which Elliot attached to the Phasianidae. Of all the families 
in the ornithological system, he regarded it as the one most vital to the human race, 
“containing within it the species that afford food for thousands of mankind, and also 
those which are the original source of all the domestic poultry met with throughout 
the civilized world.” He generously dedicated the work “To my friend Joseph Wolf ”, 
calling his “unrivalled talent ... its chief attraction.”

First edition. 2 volumes, large folio (ca. 62 x 50 cm). 2pp. subscriber’s list , 79 fine hand-coloured lithographic 
plates (including 1 folding plate of feathers) after Joseph Wolf by Joseph Smit (58) or John Gerrard 
Keulemans (21), printed by M. & N. Hanhart and P.W.M. Trap, coloured by J.D. White, 2 tinted lithographic 
plates by and after Smit, on India paper mounted. Contemporary full burgundy morocco gilt, covers with 
elaborate gilt border composed from fillets and decorative rolls, spines gilt in compartments with raised 
bands, gilt turn-ins; a bit rubbed, rebacked retaining original spines.  
Anker 130; Fine Birds Books (1990), p. 95; T. Keulemans & J. Coldewey Feathers to brush... John Gerrard 
Keulemans 1982, p.61; Nissen IVB 295; Wood p. 331; Zimmer p. 206. 

£95,000  [ref: 92716]
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 FERRARIO, PIETRO; GIOVANNI GIACOMO DE’ ROSSI. Palazzi di Roma [WITH] 
Insignium Romae templorum prospectus exteriores interioresque a celebrioribus architectis 
inventi [BOUND WITH] isegni di vari altari e cappelle nelle chiese di Roma con le loro 
facciate fianchi piante e misure de piu celebri architetti. 
 Rome, de’ Rossi1696-1702; 1684; n.d. circa 1713.
 
SUPERB EXAMPLES OF THE ART OF THE BOOKBINDER.

These volumes have bindings almost identical to those found on similar de’ Rossi plate 
books, indicating that they were most likely made for the publisher ; for example, see 
the Franklin Kissner Collection of Books on Rome, Christie’s, 3 October 1990, lot 447.

De’ Rossi was one of the leading publishers of architectural works on Rome in the 
late seventeenth century. As well as buying up existing copperplates from other 
publishers and heirs of artists, he also commissioned new engravings  from artists 
such as Castiglione, Bartoli, and Aquila. Rossi not only documents the modern classical 
architecture of Rome since the renaissance but also groups them by building types. The 
lack of text puts the images in pride of place and the choice of images constitute the 
sole editorial contribution of the author and publisher.

Together 2 volumes, large folio (approximately 49.5 x 36 cm.), 227 engraved plates including titles, 
eighteenth-century Roman mottled brown calf richly tooled in gold to a rococo design with curling leaf 
tools, fan-shaped tools, flowers, palmettes and fleurons, spines gilt in compartments with a large rose tool, 
German library label in each volume on front paste-down, a little light dampstaining, going into the top of 
image of second volume, just into the blank upper margin of the first volume.  
BAL RIBA 1057, 2845 & 2844; 2nd work: Millard Italian, 112; 3rd work: Berlin Catalogue 2673 

£25,000  [ref: 94826]

SPECTACULARLY BOUND
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 GAUTIER D’AGOTY, JACQUES-FABIEN. Sammelband of Three Works:
Myologie complette en couleur et grandeur naturelle, composée de l’Essai et de la Suite de 
l’Essai d’anatomie, en tableaux imprimés. [Bound with:] 
Anatomie de la tête, en tableaux imprimés. [Bound with:]
Anatomie generale des visceres en situation, de grandeur et couleur naturelle, avec 
l’angeologie, et la neurologie de chaque partie.
 Paris, 1746, 1748 and 1752.

IMPRESSIVE VOLUME GATHERING GAUTIER D’AGOTY’S MOST IMPORTANT EARLY WORKS - VERY 
RARELY FOUND TOGETHER, WITH FULL MARGINS AND IN THIS VERY DESIRABLE UNFOLDED 
CONDITION WITH ALL PLATES SUPERBLY VARNISHED.

THE FIRST LIFE-SIZE ANATOMICAL ILLUSTRATIONS IN COLOUR, beautifully rendered thanks to 
a labour-intensive printing process. Gautier d’Agoty (c.1715 - 1785) was the assistant 
and successor to the master painter, engraver and pioneer of colour printing Jacques 
Christophe le Blon (1670 - 1741). Le Blon had experimented with a three-colour 
process for colour-printing - following Newton’s ground-breaking studies into the 
formation of colour - but it was Gautier d’Agoty who elevated the art to a higher 
level with the addition of a fourth, black plate which gave the resultant images their 
superb tonal contrast and artistic depth. He increased the sharpness of the main 
features of the model and incorporated shadows. The procedure gave rise to the 
CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow and key [black]) four-colour printing process, which is 
still used today. After the death of Le Blon, Gautier d’Agoty’s refinement of Le Blon’s 
technique aroused controversy until in 1745 he was awarded the exclusive use of his 
own technique.

The preferred varnished versions of his images, which he offered at an additional 
charge, possess a painterly quality previously unattempted in anatomical illustration, 
and still very much effective today.

Gautier’s first project was the production of eight prints of the face, neck, head, tongue 
and larynx, which he issued in 1745, followed one year later by a second group of 
twelve mostly larger prints showing muscles of the pharynx, torso, arms and legs. A 
year later he issued the two works together under the general title Myologie complette. 
The images were from cadavers dissected by Joseph Guichard Duverney, lecturer 
in anatomy at the Jardin du Roi, and they include especially the celebrated “Flayed 
Angel”, sometimes called “The Angel of the Surrealists”. The latter saw in Gautier’s 
work a “convulsive beauty”. As Jacques Prévert puts it: “A pretty woman with naked 
or rather flayed shoulders, the skin pinned back on each side. Horror and visceral 
splendour” (quoted by the Musées nationaux).

Gautier’s work on the anatomy of the head includes several finely detailed images 
from dissections made by Pierre Tarin, another collaborator for a brief period.

The king’s surgeon, Mertrud, provided dissections for the first three plates of the 
Anatomie Générale but after this Gautier d’Agoty himself took over the dissections, 
and apparently wrote all the descriptions in addition to preparing the plates. These 
were designed in such a way that four spectacular human figures could be formed by 
combing three plates together (1-3; 4-6; 10-12, and 16-18).

SCIENCE MEETS ART IN THE MOST STRIKING MANNER
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‘Perhaps Gautier achieved nothing finer in his art than the moulding in mezzotint of 
that first full-length female figure, forming the first three of the Anatomie Générale’ 
(Franklin p. 46).

The large size of the present album means that no plates have required folding - a 
very unusual and desirable state.

Provenance: Librairie Thomas Scheler, Paris (label); Giancarlo Beltrame collection 
(1925-2011, Italian industrialist and important collector of scientific works, acquired 
from the latter).

Three works in one volume broadsheet (76.5 x 53 cm.) Myologie: Collective title of the two parts in red 
and black, title to the ‘Essai d’Anatomie’ dated 1745, dedication, two advertisement leaves, 20 varnished, 
colour-printed mezzotints each with accompanying leaf of text, all window-mounted on larger sheets. 
Anatomie de la tête: title in red and black, two dedication leaves, two approbation and advertisement leaves, 
8 varnished, colour-printed mezzotints mounted on five leaves, each with accompanying leaf of text, also 
window-mounted. Anatomie generale des visceres... 13 leaves of explanatory text, the first with drop-head 
title, with 18 varnished, colour-printed mezzotints, of which 12 designed to form four life-size human figures, 
all window-mounted; occasional light spotting, a few plates lightly rubbed or creased, a few minor marginal 
tears repaired.
Contemporary green vellum, red edges; a bit rubbed and bumped, spine renewed some time ago with 
white vellum. Kept in a modern green cloth slipcase.  
Wellcome calls for 24ll. in the Myologie but in this copy there are 25. Wellcome again calls for 24ll. in the 
Anatomie de la tête; whereas Blake calls for 20p. (or 10ll); this copy appears complete with 13ll.  Choulant-
Frank, pp. 270-74; Franklin, Early Colour Printing: 1977, 43-44; Wellcome III, p. 97; not in Norman. 

£95,000  [ref: 94255]
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 GOULD, JOHN. The Birds of Europe.
 Published by the Author, London, [1832]-1837.

A fine copy of Gould’s first multi-volume ornithological work and the first of his works 
to feature plates by Edward Lear: one of the greatest ornithological artists of all time. 
Lear’s contributions included the most eye-catching subjects in the book: eagles, owls, 
cranes, pelicans, geese, swans, and flamingos.

Lear’s plates are from bird drawings that “are certainly among the most remarkable 
bird drawings ever made, [for] it is evident that Lear endowed them with some 
measure of his own whimsy and intelligence, his energetic curiosity, his self-conscious 
clumsiness and his unselfconscious charm” (Hyman).

“Lear’s participation transformed the work of Mrs. Gould. ... [H]e propelled her limited 
sense of perspective into the third dimension. He encouraged movement, vigor, and a 
sense of character in her birds; he instilled an idea of composition in which the subject 
related to its background instead of perching in midair like a cardboard cutout. He 
introduced a sense of subtlety and freedom into her drawings where previously she 
had only mimicked the technique used in etching or engraving. There is no doubt that 
Edward Lear was the first person to understand the art of lithography and to use it 
to its fullest potential. It was a legacy that made the works of Gould into a success and 
took them into the forefront of nineteenth-century illustration” (Tree).

Provenance: 1. Henry Sandback (armorial bookplate); 2. Martin Sandback (gift inscription).

Five volumes folio (56.4 x 39.5 cm.), 448 hand-coloured lithographed plates, the majority drawn and 
lithographed by Elizabeth Gould from sketches and designs by the author, the remainder drawn and 
lithographed by Edward Lear, list of subscribers, list of plates; occasional slight spotting or foxing, full red 
morocco gilt by J. Law, Liverpool, blind-stamped panels to covers, gilt peacock design to covers, spine gilt 
lettered direct, raised bands, top edge gilt, lightly rubbed, a fine set handsomely bound.  
Anker 169; Fine Bird Books, p.77; Nissen IVB 371; Sauer 2; Wood, p.364; Zimmer, p.251.  

£115,000  [ref: 90310]

FULL RED MOROCCO
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 GOULD, JOHN. A monograph of the Trogonidae, or Trogons.
 Richard and John E. Taylor for the author, London, 1835-8.

Gould’s second monograph was published in three parts and 
contained four species of trogons, twelve more than had hitherto 
been known to science; the majority were inhabitants of America and 
its islands, although ten were of the Indian islands and India, and one 
of Africa.

These vividly coloured birds were among Gould’s favourites: 
“Denizens of the intertropical regions of the Old and New World, 
they shroud their glories in the deep and gloomy recesses of the 
forest… dazzled by the brightness of the meridional sun, morning and 
evening twilight is the season for their activity” (Introduction). 

 ‘The trogons are birds of moderate size: the smallest is hardly bigger 
than a thrush and the largest less bulky than a crow... Their feet are 
weak and of a unique structure, the second toe... being reverted, and 
in this trogons stand alone, since in all other birds that have two toes 
before and two behind it is the outer toe that is turned backward. The 
plumage is very remarkable and characteristic... and the glory of the 
group is the quetzal’ (Alfred Newton, Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1911). 
Gould went on to publish a second enlarged edition of this work in 
1858-1875.

Provenance: Alexander Lawson Duncan (armorial bookplate).

First edition. Folio (53.5 x 35 cm),  list of subscribers, list of plates, 36 hand-coloured 
lithographed plates by John and Elizabeth Gould (assisted by Edward Lear), printed by C. 
Hullmandel, one plate folding, occasional spotting, folding plate creased at fold and with 
short split, contemporary green half morocco gilt, light edge wear, an excellent copy.  

£27,500  [ref: 94863]
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 [HAGGADAH] - SZYK, ARTHUR (ILLUSTRATOR) AND CECIL ROTH (EDITOR).
Passover Haggadah. 
 Beaconsfield Press, London, 1939.

SUPERB EXAMPLE OF THE DELUXE EDITION, LIMITED TO 250 COPIES AND SIGNED BY BOTH SZYK AND 
ROTH, THIS ONE BEING #121 OF 125 COPIES FOR THE UNITED STATES.

“THE BOOK IS A MASTERPIECE, ONE THAT SHOULD INCREASE THE HAPPINESS OF EVERY ONE OF ITS 
POSSESSORS, WHO WILL FIND NEW INTEREST AND NEW DELIGHT EVERY TIME HE OPENS ITS PAGES.” 
(The Jewish Chronicle)

Arthur Szyk, a Polish Jew, produced works characterised in their material content 
by social and political commitment, and in their formal aspect by the rejection of 
modernism and drawing on the traditions of medieval and renaissance painting, 
especially illuminated manuscripts from those periods. Unlike most caricaturists, Szyk 
always showed great attention to the colour effects and details in his works.

Szyk’s drawings and paintings became even more politically engaged when Hitler took 
power in Germany in 1933. Szyk started drawing Führer’s caricatures as early as 1933; 
probably, the first work of the artist directed against the leader of the Third Reich 
was a drawing of Hitler, made in pencil, in which he was shown as a new pharaoh. 
These drawings anticipated the present great series of Szyk’s arts – Haggadah, his 
magnum opus. Szyk illustrated it in 48 drawings in the years 1932-1938, and the 
development of the political situation in Germany at that time made him introduce 
some contemporary elements to it. These referred to, in particular, the parable of the 
four sons, in which the “wicked son” was portrayed as a man wearing German clothes, 
with a Hitler-like moustache. The expression of the series was even stronger in its 
original version: the drawings showed snakes with swastikas, there were also heads of 
Hermann Göring and Joseph Goebbels.

In 1937, Arthur Szyk went to London to supervise the publication of Haggadah. 
However, the artist had to agree to many compromises during the work which lasted 
three years, including painting over of all swastikas. It is not clear whether he did it as a 
result of the pressure by his publisher or the British politicians, who pursued the policy 
of appeasement in relation to Germany.

Finally, Haggadah was published in London in late 1940 (and not 1939, which is the 
date of Szyk’s opening words; see Roth); the artist dedicated it to King George VI. The 
work was widely acclaimed by critics; according to The Times, it was “WORTHY TO BE 
PLACED AMONG THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF BOOKS THAT THE HAND OF MAN HAS EVER PRODUCED”.

One of 125 copies for the United States, signed by Szyk and Roth, large 4to., (28.8 x 25 cm), text in Hebrew 
and English, printed on vellum on one side only, in variously coloured inks, 114 printed pages with 48 in 
full colour; 14 full-page and numerous smaller colour half-tone reproductions of Szyk’s drawings including 
decorative initials, vignettes and border decorations.
Original Blue Levant morocco, sewn on laced-in-cords, by Sangorski and Sutcliffe; covers tooled with image 
of a Hebrew prophet after Szyk, spine gilt in compartments, gilt lettered in two, turn-ins gilt, silk doublures 
printed with a monochromatic illustration of Moses supporting the Ten Commandments, kept in new (made 
after the original) dark blue half morocco solander box.  
C. Roth, ‘A Bibliographical Note on Szyk Haggadah’ in Studies in Bibliography and Booklore, Vol. 9, No. 1, 
1969, p. 50 (”Avignonese”). 

£27,500  [ref: 94232]

A LANDMARK OF MODERN JUDAICA
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 [HEBREW MANUSCRIPT PRAYER-BOOK]. Seder Berakhot [Order of 
blessings]. Order of Blessings for Meals... Occasional Blessings…and the Order of Prayers... 
scribed [as beautifully as the printed books of] Amsterdam.
 Fürth, 1766.

A MAGNIFICENT EXAMPLE OF A MINIATURE MANUSCRIPT PRAYER-BOOK, SPECIALLY MADE AS A BRIDE’S 
WEDDING GIFT.

“The early eighteenth century witnessed a flowering of the production of splendidly 
decorated Hebrew manuscripts.  These books were primarily liturgical texts created 
for personal use and included daily and Sabbath prayerbooks, prayers for the New 
Month, and haggadot for use at the Passover Seder. One of the foremost genres 
within this revival were miniature books of occasional blessings, also known as Seder 
Berakhot. These petite manuscripts, comprising blessings recited before and after 
eating various foods and upon retiring to bed at night, were frequently commissioned 
by wealthy grooms as a gift to their brides.” Sotheby’s, The Valmadonna Trust Library: Part 
I Magnificent Manuscripts and the Bomberg Talmud, Lot 11.

This richly illuminated manuscript includes blessings for various holidays, before and 
after meals, prayers for good health, Sfirat HaOmer, Tashlikh, as well as Tekhinot - or 
supplications - which were written in Yiddish in Wayber-Taytsh lettering (meaning 
literally: women’s script).

This prayer-book was presented to the bride, Miss Reizellah daughter of Itzik from 
Heidingsfeld, on the occasion of her wedding. The hand-written prayers and blessings, 
vignette illustrations and decorative borders were executed by the scribe artist Lima 
son of Yoel Heidingsfeld from Fürth.

Both Heidingsfeld and Fürth have been homes to prosperous Jewish communities in 
the 18th century.

Heidingsfeld was given city rights in 1367; in 1565 Jews who had been expelled from 
Würzburg settled in Heidingsfeld. Heidingsfeld thus became an important religious 
centre of the Jewish community, and was in the early 18th century seat of the Chief 
Rabbi of Lower Franconia. In the early 19th century Heidingsfeld had the second 
largest Jewish community in the then Kingdom of Bavaria.

Fürth used to be called the “Franconian Jerusalem” referring to the beneficial 
position enjoyed by its Jews in comparison to other towns in the region. Jewish 
residents in Fürth are mentioned as early as 1440; in 1528 the Margrave of Ansbach, 
George the Pious, permitted two Jews, Perman und Uriel, to settle in Fürth (in 
return for high taxes), and from then on the number of Jewish residents increased. 
By the 17th century, there was a local Yeshiva of considerable repute, a synagogue 
that was built in 1617 and in 1653, the first Jewish hospital in Germany (and Fürth’s 
first hospital) was built. When Emperor Leopold I deported the Viennese Jews in 
1670, many upper-class Jewish families moved to Fürth, and by 1716 there were 
about 400 Jewish families in the town. In 1807, the proportion of Jews in the overall 
population of the city was about 19%. 
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As with many illuminated Jewish manuscripts originating in Europe of this period, the 
illustrations in this manuscript contain many decorative motifs typical to Christian-
European art, such as puttoes (child-angels), cupids (can be seen here on frontispiece 
and second leaf illustrations) and a human-faced moon.

Illustrated scenes include: man and wife at a Yom-Tov dinner table, the man raising a 
wine glass for blessing, with two Challot on a plate in front of him; a man lighting a 
menorah (illustrating Hanukah) and Mordecai riding a horse in front of the hanging 
Haman (illustrating Purim); woman laying in bed with a baby in a crib by her side, 
while the man in the next room reading to candle light (illustrating bedtime blessings); 
Jacob giving a blessing to his two grandchildren: Ephraim and Menashe, sons of Joseph, 
while they are in Egypt (Joseph depicted as a European King - showing that he was the 
second important man in Egypt at that time; this scene illustrates verses from  bedtime 
blessings); a family sitting in a Sukkah (illustrating Feast of Tabernacles). Frontispiece 
adorned with figures of Moses and Aharon.  

The inscription at the last page of the book is a personal prayer by a previous owner 
of the prayerbook, Abraham ben Abram(?) Tzvi, written in an indigo ballpen in Hebrew. 
In his prayer the man addresses god, asking for forgiveness for his sins and begs for 
a cure to his disease. It seems the prayer was written before Rosh HaShana or Yom 
Kippur, as the man talks about amending his ways in the new year.

Manuscript, illuminated in colour; ink and gouache on parchment. 7.5 x 11 cm, 38 leaves, edges gilt. 
Contemporary red velvet binding, with ornamental (silver?) metal corner mounts and a hinged clasp, housed 
in a contemporary embossed calf slip case. Two inner panels of the slipcase decorated with gilt embossed 
floral ornament. Front endleaf is missing, water damage to two leaves. 20th century inscription in Hebrew by 
previous owner to the last empty leaf of the book. Text in Hebrew and Yiddish. Written in square Ashkenazic 
Hebrew script, not vocalized; and Wayber-Taytsh script.  

£100,000  [ref: 94803]
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 HIRASAWA, KyoKuzAn. Kayō hisō [On training horses]. 
	 Kōto	(Edo),	Suhara	Mohe,	Kansei	Gannen,	1789.	

A RemARKAble edo peRIod tReAtISe, RIcHly IlluStRAted WItH 34 full-pAge WoodcutS colouRed 
by HAnd. A fIne exAmple of tHIS edItIon, RARely found complete WItH ItS Supplement.

The	treatise	shows	the	typical	movements,	behavioural	patterns	and	anatomical	detail	
of	Japanese	horses	in	a	series	of	lively	hand-coloured	wood-engravings	by	Sekine	
Shinbe	Koku	after	designs	by	the	artist	Fuyo-gi	(1749-1816).	Twelve	of	the	full	page	
images	represent	individual	horses,	sixteen	show	pairs,	and	six	are	playful	compositions	
of	three	animals	interacting.	The	detailed	observation	evident	in	the	illustrations	
suggests	that	the	artist	might	have	been	a	horse	breeder	himself.

The	author,	Kyokuzan	Hirasawa	also	known	as Genkai Sawa,	or Gengai Yamauchi,	was	a	
native	of	Kyoto	(Yamashiro-city);	Waseda	University	give	his	dates	as	1733	to	1791.	

Indigenous	horsemanship	(bajutsu)	became	very	popular	in	Japan	with	the	rise	of	
the	military	class	during	the	Edo	period	when	twenty	different	schools	gradually	
developed.	

Three	maki,	(27.5	x	18.9	cm)	I:	Title	(inside	front	cover)	+	46	pp.	within	ornamental	border	including	2nd	
title	page,	[26]pp.	of	Japanese	calligraphic	text	&	19	full-page	wood-engraved	illustrations	of	horses	with	
original	hand-colour;	II:	[60]pp.	with	ornamental	border	including	title,	44	pages	of	Japanese	calligraphic	text,	
&	15	full-page	wood-engraved	illustrations	of	horses	with	original	hand-colour.	III:	[32]pp.	Stitched	and	folded	
in	Japanese	style.	Contemporary	paper	boards	decorated	in	blind	with	title	slips	pasted	on	upper	covers;	
preserved	in	modern	cloth	folder.			

£4,950		[ref:	94517]
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 JAMES, CAPTAIN. The military costume of India in an exemplification of the 
manual and platoon exercises of the native troops  and the British army in general ...
 T. Goddard, Military Library, London, 1814.

Rare. We can trace only one copy at auction in the past thirty years (2004) and there 
was no copy in the Travis collection (the best collection of illustrated works on India to 
come to auction in recent years) sold at Sotheby’s in 2005.

Goddard was the leading military publisher of his day and had published various works 
on European armies. We believe this depiction of East India Company troops, both 
native and European, is his only non-European publication. The plates are lent further 
interest as the troops are depicted in the motions of the platoon exercises. Thus we 
see them marching, wheeling, managing the fire-lock, and even standing at ease. The text 
describes the actions depicted in the plates, thus making it a valuable work of reference. 
The author was an officer in the 67th Foot Regiment (later the Royal Hampshire).

Although the bibliographies give the publication date as 1813,  the two copies we have 
handled in the past 25 years are both dated 1814.

Large paper copy, folio (36.5 x 25.5 cm), viii, 2-35 pp.,  hand-coloured engraved title, 35 hand-coloured 
engraved plates, modern red half morocco gilt, a fine clean example.  
Bobins I, 260; Colas 1536; Lipperheide 2265; Tooley 280. 

£12,500  [ref: 94356]
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 LEVAILLANT, FRANÇOIS AND ALEXANDRE BOURJOT SAINT-HILAIRE. Histoire 
naturelle des perroquets [with] Troisième volume (supplémentaire), pour faire suite aux 
deux volumes de Levaillant.
 Levrault, Schoell et Cie, Paris & Strasbourg, 1804-5 and 1837-38 [but 1835-9].

AN UNUSUAL EXAMPLE OF THIS MAGNIFICENT WORK, WHICH HUZARD ENRICHED WITH THE 
PUBLICATION PROSPECTUS AND AN ORIGINAL WATERCOLOUR, signed A.P. for the plate 131 
‘Variété du perroquet à taches souci’. It also includes a plate before the letter (#22).
The watercolour is most probably due to Auguste Pelletier, who studied under and 
worked with Barraband, continued Barraband’s work together with Levaillant after his 
death, gaving drawings for Histoire naturelle des promérops.

THE VERY RARE THIRD VOLUME, PUBLISHED 30 YEARS LATER BY THE SAME COMPANY, WAS ADDED 
BY HUZARD’S SUCCESSOR, a collector who had all three volumes uniformly bound in 
an elegant romantic style. It adds another 111 plates, bringing the total to 256 finely 
coloured plates. The plates of this Supplement were drawn by Jacques Christophe 
Werner (1798-1856), a painter of the Muséum d’histoire naturelle in Paris Jardin des 
Plantes. They represent species left out by Levaillant, or discovered since; most of them 
are striking birds from Australia and Southern America, especially Brazil.

We could trace only three copies of this volume selling at auction in the last 35 years.

The first two volumes were beautifully illustrated by Jacques Barraband, the best 
bird illustrator of the turn of the century. “After he had made himself Emperor, it was 
part of Napoleon’s deliberate policy to initiate a series of magnificent publications 
that would vie with those undertaken to the orders of Louis XIV. Those were sent as 
presents to crowned heads, men of science, and learned bodies, in evidence of the 
splendours of the Empire. In this manner many glorious books came into being, and it 
is in this light that we should see Redouté’s “Les Liliacées” and his two works on the 
flowers of La Malmaison. The works of Levaillant owe their sumptuous character to 
the same impetus. His “Histoire Naturelle des Perroquets” is, unwittingly, a part of the 
glories of Napoleonic France.” (Fine Bird Books).

WITH GREAT PROVENANCE: Jean-Baptiste Huzard (1755-1838), an important French 
agronomist, gathered over 60 years an impressive library of over 40,000 volumes. It 
became one of the largest and most complete ever formed by a private collector in 
the fields of natural history, agriculture, rural economy, and medicine. Huzard was a 
knowledgeable collector and many of his books are now remarkable for the material 
he added, comments, notes, supplements, watercolours, separately printed items etc. - 
like the present volumes.

Provenance: Jean-Baptiste Huzard (his stamp to title verso and his leaf of notes at 
beginning. His sale, 1842, vol. 1, #2884).

Three volumes large 4to (34.5 x 27 cm). Handwritten leaf, half-title, title, 4 ll. prospectus (Didot Jeune, an IX-1801), 
dedication leaf, preface leaf, 203 pp., with 71 pl. (but actually 72, with pl.2 bis), plate 22 before the letter; half-title, title, 
175 pp., with 73 pl., incl. bis for pl. 95, 98, 107, 108 and 110; lvi pp. incl. half-title, title and dedication leaf, with a double-
page letterpress table ‘Synopsis psittacorum’, 111 pl., each with one or more leaves of letterpress text  --  in all 256 
colour plates, including 146 plates by Boquet after Barraband, printed in colours by Langlois and finished by hand, 
and 111 plates lithographed by Lemercier, Benard, Frey & Cie, after J.C. Werner; occasional spotting, mostly light, a bit 
stronger in vol. 3, plates generally crisp and clean, sometimes browned in vol. 3. Near contemporary (1840s) dark 
green sheep spines with raised bands and gilt in compartments, over dark blue marbled paper, marbled endpapers.  
Ayer/Zimmer 392; Anker 303; FBB (1990) p118 (***); McGill/Wood p434; Nissen IVB 558. 

£100,000  [ref: 92416]
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 [LITURGY – SLAVONIC] - канОнник [Book of Canons].
 Russia, [1866].

AN EXCEPTIONALLY FINE EXAMPLE OF AN OLD BELIEVER LITURGICAL BOOK, BEAUTIFULLY 
ILLUSTRATED WITH 35 FULL-PAGE ILLUMINATIONS.

Created by a skilful master, they depict in great detail the most significant events from 
the story of the New Testament, including the Annunciation, the Nativity, the Baptism 
of Christ, the Ascension, the Twelve Apostles and others.

The volume was made for and used by Old Believers, who separated from the official 
Russian Orthodox Church after 1666 as a protest against church reforms introduced 
by Patriarch Nikon of Moscow between 1652 and 1666. The faithful refused to accept 
the alterations in Orthodox worship and amendments in the Holy texts imposed by 
the Patriarch Nikon that were aimed at bringing the religious practice closer to the 
“Greek originals”. 

The Old Believers did not allow sacred texts to be printed. Instead, they reproduced 
them in manuscript, preserving liturgical practices that the Russian Orthodox Church 
used before the implementation of Nikon’s reforms. 

The large size of the book, its high quality paper, neat script, multiple and very detailed 
illuminations, and attractive gilt binding leave no doubt that no costs were spared on 
the order. As the colophon indicates, it was made for Yevdokiya Ivanovna Babaeva, a 
merchant, or wife of a merchant in Kolomna, an important trade point near Moscow. 
There are records of several men with this surname in Kolomna in the mid-XIX 
century, all of them being owners of factories in the city and probably members of the 
same wealthy merchant family.

Kolomna was an important centre of the Old Believers community starting from the 
times of the schism. The city’s Bishop Paul of Kolomna, fiercely opposing Patriarch 
Nikon’s reforms, was stripped of his bishopric, exiled and eventually killed in 1656, 
converting into a martyr in the view of the Old Believers. Inevitably, his tragic death 
created a circle of his followers in the region. A century later, 156 Old Believers were 
officially registered in Kolomna, then a city of 5400 inhabitants. However, many more 
continued to practice their believes in secret to avoid persecutions.

This volume later belonged to Cornelius J. Hauck (1893-1967), whose outstanding and 
somewhat eclectic collection was formed with help of the well-respected antiquarian 
bookseller, Emil Offenbacher, between 1945 and 1965. The collection was given to the 
Cincinnati Historical Society Library in 1966, where it has remained largely unknown 
to the world until part of it was auctioned by Christie’s New York in 2006.

RUSSIAN MANUSCRIPTS OF THIS STANDARD OF QUALITY AND PRESERVED IN SUCH PRISTINE 
CONDITION ARE VERY RARE.

Provenance: Kolomna merchant Yevdokiia Ivanovna Babaeva (colophon dated 13 
September 1866); Cornelius J. Hauck Collection, Cincinnati, Ohio (ex-libris to upper 
pastedown; his sale, Christie’s NY, June 2006, lot 553).

30. Quarto (23 x 18,5 cm). Illuminated manuscript on paper; complete. 4 leaves of index and 4 blanks, 344 
leaves, 17 lines per page, alphabetic signatures and pagination of Cyrillic alphabetic numerals, 35 full-page 
illuminations in watercolour, 36 headpieces in black and gold with first lines in gilt; occasional light spotting 
and soiling, mostly marginal. Contemporary gilt-stamped red morocco, gilt spine with raised bands, edges gilt 
and gauffered, gilt endpapers; slightly rubbed, lacking both clasps.   
S.S. Mikhailov, Istoriya staroobriadchestva g. Kolomna i ego okrestnostey (Kolomna, Staroobriadcheskaya 
obshchina khrama Nikoly na Posade v g. Kolomna, 2013).  

£45,000  [ref: 94903]
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 MATISSE, HENRI. Jazz.
 Tériade, Paris, 1947.

A MASTERPIECE OF BOOK ILLUSTRATION, JAZZ IS THE ONLY PUBLICATION OF WHICH MATISSE WAS 
BOTH AUTHOR AND ILLUSTRATOR. THE PRESENT EXAMPLE IS PARTICULARLY DESIRABLE AS THE PLATES, 
WITH THEIR DELICATE COLOUR, ARE FRESH AND UNFADED.

“Henri Matisse, one of the most influential artists of the 20th century, refused to leave 
France after the outbreak of World War II. In 1940 German forces overtook Paris, 
and his daughter and son participated in the resistance movement. In 1941 Matisse 
was diagnosed with cancer and became bedridden following surgery. His household 
moved from the city of Nice in 1943 to escape the threat of Allied bombing. That 
same year, at the age of 74, Matisse began Jazz, a much-celebrated portfolio of works 
characterised by brilliant colours, poetic texts and joyful circus and theatre themes.

The works represent the great artist’s lifelong unflagging creativity. Limited in his 
mobility, Matisse could not paint or sculpt. Instead, he cut out forms from coloured 
papers that he arranged as collages. His assistants then prepared the collages for 
printing in a stencil process referred to by the French term pochoir. Matisse worked on 
the series for two years, with the act of cutting shapes from brightly coloured sheets 
of paper linking in a single process both drawing and colour, two important elements 
in Matisse’s work.

In 1947, Matisse’s publisher Tériade issued the prints in an artist’s portfolio that 
included 20 colour prints, each about 16 by 26 inches, with hand-written texts by 
Matisse expressing his thoughts as he created the images. The bright colours and lively 
subject matter combined with the text evoke a joie de vivre that mark this project as 
one of the most beautiful artist’s books of the 20th century. Tériade came up with 
the title Jazz, which Matisse liked because it suggested a connection between art and 
musical improvisation.” (Cantor Arts Center, Stanford University).

First edition. Folio (43.5 x 33.5 cm). One of an edition of 270 copies on Arches wove including 20 hors 
commerce, SIGNED BY MATISSE ON THE COLOPHON PAGE, 146 pp., 4 leaves, 20 stencils cut and  printed in colour 
by Edmond Vairel after collages and cut papers by Matisse;  facsimile text by Draeger Frères from artist’s 
hand-written original, loose as issued in original wrappers after Matisse’s hand-written original, original 
chemise and slipcase, the whole encased in a spectacular box, a fine example.  
http://www.henri-matisse.net/cut_outs.html; The Artist and the Book, 200; Rauch 171; Klipstein & Kornfeld 
36; Barr, Matisse, p560; Cramer 31-32. 

£400,000  [ref: 94619]

WITH PRISTINE COLOUR
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 MERIAN, MARIA SIBYLLA. Dissertatio de generatione et metamorphosibus 
insectorum Surinamensium ... Dissertation sur la génération et les transformations des 
insectes de Surinam. [With] 
Histoire des insectes de l’Europe, dessinée après nature & expliquée par... Merian... 
traduite du Hollandois en François par Jean Marret. 
 I. Pierre Gosse, The Hague. II. Jean Frederic Bernard, Amsterdam, 1726 - 1730.

A SUPERB SET, BRINGING TOGETHER THE FIRST EDITIONS IN FRENCH OF MERIAN’S TWO MAJOR 
WORKS, WITH BEAUTIFUL CONTEMPORARY COLOURING, VERY FINELY BOUND.

The author embarked on the two-month voyage to the Dutch colony of Surinam in 
South America in late summer 1699, accompanied by her younger daughter Dorothea. 
The two endured the rigours of the tropical climate for 21 months in their endeavours 
to discover, collect and record the insect life, as a complement to the Raupenbuch, their 
work on European insects. Their sketches were first made from life and then painted 
on vellum.  Work on the Metamorphosis continued in Amsterdam until the publication 
of the first edition in 1705 with 60 plates, depicting the insects life-size. Further 
editions of the work followed in 1719, 1726, and 1730, containing not only the original 
60 plates but 12 additional engravings of reptiles, amphibians and marsupials, originally 
intended for a projected second volume.

Bernard published French and Dutch editions of the Raupenbuch in the same year, 
1730. These included most of the plates, reworked with the addition of insects, of 
Merian’s first work, the Blumenbuch; plates no. 13, 16, 17 and 24 in the Blumenbuch are 
the only ones not to have been used in this way; two plates described in the French 
text (nos. CLXX and CLXXII) were apparently omitted. Bernard obtained Merian’s 
plates from Oosterwijk, who had purchased them from Merian’s daughter Dorothea 
in 1718. Ultimately, these works became part of the Histoire générale des insectes de 
Surinam et de toute l’Europe, issued by the Paris publisher, L. C. Desnos in 1771.

Provenance: Arthur Hill-Trevor, 2nd Viscount Dungannon (1763-1837, Brynkinalt 
Library bookplates).

Two works in 2 volumes, folio. I. Translated by J. Rousset de Missy.  Titles and text in Latin and French, titles 
in red and black with engraved vignettes, engraved arms of the dedicatee Diego de Mendoça on dedication 
leaf. Hand-coloured engraved frontispiece by F. Ottens bound between Latin and French titles, 72 hand-
coloured engraved plates by Joseph Mulder, Pieter Sluyter and D. Stopendaal. II. Half title, title in red and 
black with engraved vignette by Picart. 184 hand-coloured plates on 47 leaves (4 leaves having 3 plates per 
leaf and 43 leaves 4 plates per leaf), hand-coloured engraved tailpiece. (Small hole to lower margin of V2 
holed with the resultant loss of characters ‘V2’). Uniform 18th century English blue straight-grained morocco 
gilt by Staggemeier and Welcher, covers with wide Greek key-pattern border, spines in seven compartments 
with double raised bands, red morocco onlay between pairs of bands tooled with metope and pentaglyph 
roll, lettered in the second compartment, turn-ins tooled in gilt with Greek key-roll, marbled endpapers, gilt 
edges. Modern cloth box, morocco lettering piece.   
Dunthorne 205 (1st work); Hagen, Entomologica p.536; Hunt 483 & 467; Nissen BBI 1341 & 1342; Pfeiffer, 
Merian A8, B5; Wettangl, Maria Sibylla Merian p.226, no.26 (2nd work). 

£125,000  [ref: 94837]

OUTSTANDING INSECT BOOKS
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 MONTFAUCON, BERNARD DE. L’Antiquité expliquée et représentée en figures. 
[and] Supplément.
 Delaulne, Foucault et al., Paris, 1719-1724.

A magisterial work by Bernard de Montfaucon (1655 – 1741), a Benedictine monk, 
widely regarded as one of the founders of modern archaeology.

It is a catalogue of ancient Egyptian, Greek, Etruscan and Roman artefacts, sculptures and 
art. Profusely illustrated it constitutes a pictorial encyclopaedia of gods, heroes, everyday 
life, domestic customs, religious customs, and military actions of the ancient world.

With its imagery of the ancient goddess of Liberty, it came to the attention of 
Benjamin Franklin and he specifically recommended Montfaucon’s guide to ancient 
images in his 1749 Proposals Relating to the Education of Youth in Pennsylvania.

KNOWN TO BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

33. Complete sets in contemporary bindings are increasingly difficult to find.

Provenance: Octave de Rochebrune (bookplate).

15 volumes, folio, titles printed in red & black, engraved portrait, complete with 1380 engraved plates on 
1379 sheets, approximately 200 double-page, a few plates lightly browned, occasional small, light water-stain 
to fore-margin, generally crisp, clean & fresh, contemporary sprinkled calf gilt, lightly rubbed, minor wear to 
extremities, a very handsome set.  
Brunet, III, 1862 – Cohen, 731. 

£14,500  [ref: 94776]
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 MOSS, EDWARD. Shores of the Polar sea a narrative of the Arctic  
expedition of 1875–6.
 London, M. Ward, 1878.

A “sumptuous volume” (Books on Ice), illustrating Nares’s British Arctic Expedition 
1875–6. Moss was naval surgeon aboard Nares’s flagship Alert “but also served as artist 
for the expedition.” Moss places the emphasis on his pictorial efforts – which offer 
some of the classic images of the heroic era of polar exploration. 

The sketches are not designed to illustrate the progress of the expedition, or any 
stirring events in its history, so much as the appearance of the strange and desolate 
country by the shores of which teh ships slowly steamed, the wonderful phenomena 
of the sky, and the effects of light and shade produced by a midnight sun, or a midday 
moon, on the ice-bound rocks which form the scenery of the region.

Encouraged by the reports of the American expeditions of Isaac Israel Hayes and 
C. F. Hall, which had “revived the belief in an open polar sea and suggested that land 
extended far to the north, west of Robeson Channel” (ODNB), the Nares expedition 
was intended to reach the pole via Smith Sound. A sledge party under Commander 
Markham of the Alert did reach “83°20’ N, a heroic achievement considering that 
the pack ice was extremely rough, and also drifting south almost as fast as they were 
travelling northwards.” But both ships were severely affected by scurvy and Nares 
made the courageous decision to return home.

First edition. Folio (49 x 35.5 cm), vi, 83 pp., Title page in red and black, coloured map frontispiece, 16 
mounted chromolithographs mounted on card as issued, 28 vignettes in text. Original publisher’s blue cloth, 
elaborately blocked in black and gilt on the spine and upper board, panels in blind to the lower board, all 
edges gilt, a fine example.  
Books on ice IV.7; Howgego, IV, N6. 

£5,000  [ref: 94818]
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 NATTES, JOHN CLAUDE. Bath, illustrated by a series of views.
 W.Bulmer & Co. for William Miller and William Sheppard of Bristol, London, 1806.

THE FINEST COLOUR PLATE BOOK ON BATH AND A VIVD DEPICTION OF THE CITY AS IT WAS IN THE 
TIME OF JANE AUSTEN.

Jane Austen set two of her six published novels, Northanger Abbey and Persuasion, in 
Bath and made the city her home from 1801 to 1806.

In Northanger Abbey Jane writes: “They arrived in Bath. Catherine was all eager delight; 
- her eyes were here, there, everywhere, as they approached its fine and striking 
environs, and afterwards drove through those streets which conducted them to the 
hotel. She was come to be happy, and she felt happy already”.

Widely regarded as the most beautiful city in England, “Georgian Bath achieved a 
meteoric rise to prominence under the inspired guidance of “Beau” Nash, and Ralph 
Allen’s desire to exploit the stone from his quarries gave John Wood the opportunity 
he sought, to realise in a substantial degree his visions of the classic cities of antiquity” 
(Walter Ison). The book includes fine views of the notable terraces including Royal 
Crescent, and also the Robert Adam designed Pulteney Bridge.

John Claude Nattes (1765?-1822) was a topographical draughtsman and watercolour 
painter who travelled widely in England and France. A founder member of the Society 
of Painters in Watercolours, he was expelled for exhibiting drawings that were 
not his own. In this copy of his views of Bath, the title vignette and final illustration 
(uncoloured in some copies) are coloured.

“The comparative scarcity of the book would appear to argue for a limited circulation” 
(Abbey).

Provenance: £1-15-0, Collings, Bath, 1855 (inscription to verso of front free endpaper).

First edition. Folio (49. 5 x 35 cm), 1801 watermark, iv, 56 pp., half-title, aquatint vignette on title, 28 plates and 
one large illustration after Nattes, all coloured by hand, contemporary red straight-grained morocco gilt, covers 
with broad gilt borders, spine in seven compartments, gilt lettered direct in second, others richly gilt, double 
raised bands, all edges gilt, neat repairs to joints and extremities, lightly rubbed, a very handsome example.  
Abbey Scenery, 41; Tooley (1954) 340. 

£12,500  [ref: 94729]

JANE AUSTEN’S BATH

35. 
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 PAJOL, CHARLES PIERRE COMTE DE (LIEUT.-COLONEL). Armée Russe.
 Auguste Bry et Lemercier, Paris, 1856.

LUXURIOUS HAND COLOURED EDITION OF THIS MONUMENTAL RECORD OF ALL RUSSIAN ARMY 
UNIFORMS. A FRESH EXAMPLE OF A WORK WHICH VERY RARELY APPEARS ON THE MARKET.

When published in 1856, the edition was sold for 125 Fr., but because of the book’s 
scarcity, a purchaser would have to pay 200 fr. for it. In his famous catalogue of rarities 
Solovev priced the book at an impressive 275 rub.: “Роскошное издание [...] Большая 
редкость в полном виде” [Luxurious edition [...] a great rarity complete”]

Dedicated to the Russian “Empereur”, the book begins with a series of five plates of 
portraits of Tsar Nicholas I and his four sons. Then the plates show a wide variety of 
topographical scenes, pleasing variations in the posture of the figures, and fine hand-
colouring, all combined to good effect.

The whole work contains a certain irony because Pajol commanded the French cavalry 
in the Crimea (against Russia), while his father, comte Claude-Pierre Pajol (1772-1844), 
was a Napoleonic general who led the French advance guard into Moscow. 

Although Colas follows Vinet in stating that the 29 numbered plates, which include 
the title and dedication, are on 22 leaves, the fact that there is a plate 21bis brings the 
actual total to 23 leaves.

Two parts in one volume large folio (61.8 x 44 cm). First part: 23 leaves numbered I-XXIX (3rd leaf = III, 
IV, 4th = V, VI, 7th = IX, X, XII (XI not used), 9th = XIV, XV, XVI, plate XXI i & XXI ii) being title, chromo-
lithographed dedication, plates of weapons etc, and text; Second part: 56 lithographed plates of costumes 
printed in colour by Godard and finished by hand; occasional marginal spotting. Contemporary green half 
morocco, flat spine with compartments decorated and lettered in gilt, marbled endpapers, gilt edges; slightly 
rubbed, corners a bit bumped.    
Brunet IV, 311; Colas 2260 (giving incorrect details of the pages in part 1); Hiler p. 683 (8 plates only); 
Lipperheide Qo12 (incomplete copy); Vinet 2328; Bobins 208; Solovev kat. 105, 96. 

£37,500  [ref: 94046]
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 PASSERI, GIOVANNI BATTISTA. Picturae Etruscorum in vasculis nunc primum in 
unum collectae, explicationibus, et dissertaionibus inlustrate ...
 J. Zempel,Romem, 1767-1775.

Passeri (1694-1780) was a respected antiquarian who primarily focused on Etruscan 
civilisation. This work was one of many published in the eighteenth century which 
saw the Etruscans as pioneers, artists and inventors whose achievements were 
overshadowed by the Romans. Passeri also contributes in this work to contemporary 
discussion on the Etruscan and Oscan languages. The three volumes illustrate vases 
from important collections all over Italy. Many of these vases were housed in the 
Galleria Clementina of the Vatican Library. Many of the vases illustrated in this work 
have been lost, making this publication a valuable record.

A pupil of Domenichino, Passeri is first recorded as a practising artist in 1634, 
when he was working, together with Giovanni Angelo Canini (1617–c.1666), at the 
Villa Aldobrandini, Frascati. In 1638 he was admitted to the Accademia di S Luca 
(succeeding Domenichino as President in 1663), and in 1641 he became a member of 
the Virtuosi del Pantheon. In 1661 he executed frescoes in the Palazzo Pamphili, Rome, 
and in September 1665 he was paid by the Costaguti family for an altarpiece of the 
Crucifixion for their church at Roccalvecce, near Viterbo.

First edition. 3 volumes, folio (45.5 x 29.8 cm.), 3 half-titles, 3 engraved frontispieces, titles printed in red 
and black with engraved vignette, engraved initials, head and tailpieces, woodcut illustrations, engraved 
dedication leaf in volumes 2 and 3, 301 engraved plates (some double-page), 3 woodcut plates in volume 3, 
contemporary half pink vellum with patterned paper boards, spines gilt in compartments, uncut, some light 
foxing and browning, side lightly rubbed, a very good example.  
Blackmer 1265; Cicognara 2615. 

£17,500  [ref: 94827]
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 PAULY, THEODORE DE. Description ethnographique des peuples de la Russie. 
 F. Bellizard, St. Petersbourg, 1862.

FIRST EDITION OF THIS STRIKING WORK: “L’OUVRAGE EST TRES RARE ET C’EST L’UN DES PLUS BEAUX 
SUR LES DIFFERENTS COSTUMES DES PEUPLADES DE LA RUSSIE” (Colas).

A FINE EXAMPLE IN A SUPERB, UNUSUAL BINDING WITH ARISTOCRATIC PROVENANCE.

Dedicated to Alexander II and published to commemorate the thousand year jubilee 
of the Russian Empire - the founding of the dynasty of Novgorod by the three Rus 
princes, Rurik, Sineus and Truvor - Pauly’s book is suitably magnificent in size and scope, 
with plates of a consistently high artistic and technical quality. Descriptions of the 
varied inhabitants of the Empire are divided in parts between the Indo-Europeans, the 
Caucasians, the Uralo-Altaic nations, eastern Siberians and the short final section covers 
the ‘peuples de l’Amerique russe’. The text is one of the most scholarly of the period.

These qualities were recognised immediately after  “Cet important ouvrage a été 
rédigé sur les matériaux que possède la Société géographique impériale de Russie 
et sur les documents des ministères et administrations de l’État. Il est précédé d’une 
introduction de M. Ch. de Baer, exposant ce qu’était dans le passé et ce qu’est 
aujourd’hui la science ethnographique. Le savant travail de M. de Pauly est une 
description étendue et complète de l’état actuel et des traits caractéristiques de tous 
les peuples de l’empire russe, classée méthodiquement d’après l’origine de ces peuples 
et les limites géographiques. [...] Cette grande publication [a été] exécutée avec un 
luxe typographique remarquable” (Le Journal des savants, 1863, p. 204).

“Раскошное и Рекое издание [luxurious and rare edition]” (Solovev, marking it at 
125 rub. in 1910).

Provenance: House of de Merode Westerloo (armorial bookplate to upper pastedown 
with motto “Plus d’honneur que d’honneurs”).

Five parts in one volume folio (54 x 39 cm). XIV, including title, 154, 39, 78, 13, 15 pp., with 62 
chromolithograph costume plates after Gagarin, Karpov, Timm, Zichy, F. Teichel, Viale, Zakharov and others, 
one partly photographic plate of skulls, double-page letterpress table, double-page coloured engraved 
map; some occasional spotting, half-title not bound in. Publisher’s brown morocco, elaborate gilt borders to 
covers, gilt lettering to upper cover and spine, all edges gilt.  
Cat. Russica P 303; Colas 2292; Fekula 3565; Lipperheide Kaa 61; Sabin 59233; Solovev Kat.105, 299 (125 
rub.); Vinet, Bibliographie méthodique et raisonnée des Beaux-Arts, nº 2329: “Ouvrage de grand luxe, fort 
rare et peu connu”. 

£29,500  [ref: 90706]
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 PLUVINEL, ANTOINE DE. L’instruction du roy en l’exercice de monter a cheval. [...] 
Le tout enrichy de grandes figures en taille douce, representant les vrayes & naïfves actions 
des hommes & des chevaux en tous les airs, & maneiges, courses de bague...ensemble les 
figures des brides, les plus necessaires à cet usage, desseignees & gravees par Crispian de 
Pas le jeune. 
 Pierre Rocolet, Paris, 1627.

This copy with the title-pages for the second edition but the text to the first. With 58 
engraved plates (compared with first edition 60 plates, second edition 51 plates). 

Antoine de Pluvinel, 1555-1620, was one of the most famous stable masters in France. 
He gained experience in the most famous Academies in Italy during a period of six 
years. Under Henri IV of France he given control of the Grandes Ecuries and was made 
a gentleman of the Chamber and Deputy Governor to the Dauphin. In 1594 Pluvinel 
founded his own Academie in Paris.

Pluvinel, passionate about horses and equitation from an early age, went as a boy to 
Italy where he frequented the most illustrious academies and was eventually regarded 
as the finest riding master of his day. He was brought back to France by the Master of 
Horse of Charles IX and served him and his brother Henri III who showered him with 
honours. He made his transition to the Bourbon kings with ease and in 1594 opened 
his academy which taught not only horsemanship but also mathematics. This work, 
first published in Utrecht in 1625,  contains Pluvinel’s definitive text, compared to the 
incomplete version which originally appeared in 1623 under the title Le Maneige Royal.

Provenance: Bibliothek von Paul Couturier de Royas (1853-1934), Bibliophile in 
Grenoble (bookplate).

Folio (38.5  x 26 cm approx.), engraved frontispiece Louis XIII, double-page engraved title dated 1629 (as 
in the second edition), printed title dated 1627 (second edition), divsion de tout l’oeuvre leaf, au Roy leaf, 
engraved portrait of Pluvinel engraved portrait of Menou with verse beneath and privilege du Roy to verso, 
207 pp divided into three parts (1-70; 71-115, 117-207) as in the first edition, 58 double-page engraved 
plates mostly by de Passe, nineteenth century mottled calf gilt, covers ruled in gilt, spine in six compartments, 
morocco lettering-piece to second, others gilt, lightly rubbed, raised bands, all edges gilt, short splits to a 
few folds (plates 12, 14, 22, 35, 40), plate 36 with longer split into image, crease to plate 3, occasional trivial 
spotting or staining, a very good example.  
Cf. Dejager 166 & 167; Cf Menessier, II, 329-330; Cf. Mellon/Podeschi 21. 

£8,500  [ref: 94816]
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 [PUNJAB]. Original Sketches in the Punjaub. By a Lady. 
 Dickinson, London, 1854.

FINE VIEWS OF LAHORE AND AMRITSAR.

The drawings were selected from an album produced by the wife of a British army 
officer serving in the Punjab. The artist remains unknown although we do know 
something of her intentions as the Preface records here thus:

“No attempt has been made to draw pictures as they ought to be; the desire has been 
to convey to an English eye some notion of the bright, vivid colouring of Indian scenes 
- the strange, and often uncouth attitudes of the natives, - and their costume, as far as 
the scale of these sketches will admit of exactness. Nothing is more untrue than the 
heavy, brassy sky, the usual accompaniment of an Indian sketch. The great heat, on the 
contrary, takes away colour from the atmosphere, and leaves it almost white, leaving 
the houses, and gay clothing of the natives, all the brighter for the contrast.”

The book is rare. Abbey speculates that it may have been privately published.

First edition. Landscape folio (37 x 28 cm), 20 tinted lithographed plates, coloured by hand, some slight 
spotting, but a good copy in original red cloth, gilt roundel to upper covert, neatly rebacked preserving 
portions of original spine, corners slightly bumped.  
Abbey Travel 483.  

£10,000  [ref: 94769]
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 41. REDOUTÉ, PIERRE-JOSEPH. Choix des plus belles fleurs ... et de quelques 
branches des plus beaux fruits.

A la librairie Encyclopédique de Roret, Paris, n.d. circa 1835?

A BEAUTIFUL EXAMPLE OF THE WORK OF ‘THE RAPHAEL OF FLOWERS’, THE MOST CELEBRATED 
BOTANICAL ARTIST OF HIS DAY. 

“A SUPERB WORK THE MOST DECORATIVE OF REDOUTÉ’S BOOKS; ONE OF THE FINEST OF ALL 
COLLECTIONS OF FLOWERS PRINTS, SHOWING TO FULL ADVANTAGE THE BRILLIANCY OF COLOUR 
PRINTING. THE SPLENDID FLOWER PLATES INCLUDE SEVERAL BOUQUET ARRANGEMENTS AND FIVE OF 
REDOUTÉ’S SIX CAMELLIA PLATES. DUNTHORNE DESCRIBES THE SIXTEEN FRUIT PLATES AS “AMONG 
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF ALL FRUIT PRINTS. PLATES OF GREENGAGES, PLUMS, PEACHES, LADYFINGER 
GRAPES, RASPBERRIES, STRAWBERRIES, APPLES, PEARS AND APRICOTS ARE PORTRAYED SO PERFECTLY IN 
THE DELICACY OF THE STIPPLED MODELLING THAT AN IMPRESSION OF A THIRD DIMENSION IS CREATED
[AND] THE FIVE CAMELIA PLATES AS AMONGST THE FINEST OF ALL PLATES OF THIS FLOWER.”

During the 1790s, Belgian born Redouté (1759-1837) became one of the most 
popular flower painters. He perfected the colour stipple engraving technique, which 
he had learned during a stay in London and first applied it in his illustrations for de 
Candolle’s work Plantes Grasses. 

Paris was the cultural and scientific centre of Europe during an outstanding period 
in botanical illustration, one noted for the publication of several folio books with 
coloured plates. Enthusiastically, Redouté became an heir to the tradition of the 
Flemish and Dutch flower painters Brueghel, Ruysch, van Huysum and de Heem. 
Redouté contributed over 2,100 published plates depicting over 1,800 different 
species, many never rendered before.Redoute’s patrons included two Empresses and 
two Queens, and his prodigious talents placed him at the centre of French court life, 
both before and after the Revolution. He was appointed drawing master to Marie 
Antoinette, yet despite his connections to the Royal family he survived the Terror and 
went on to become the court and flower painter to Empress Joséphine.

Originally published 1827-1833 by Pancoucke, this early re-impression has the plates 
numbered.

4to (36.5 x 27.5 cm), 144 fine stipple-engraved plates, colour-printed and finished by hand from paintings by 
Redouté; engraved by Langlois, Bessin, Chapuy, and Victor,  with plates 59bis, 89 bis and t 114bis, numbers 25, 
67, and 135 not used (all as stated on verso of title), modern green straight-grained morocco gilt in the style 
of the original by J. H. Pinault, all edges gilt, morocco-edged slipcase, a fine clean copy.  
Cf. Pritzel,7456 (first edition 1827) – Nissen, BBI, 1591 (id.) – Dunthorne, 235 (id.) – Plesch, 377 (id.) –  
Hunt : Redoutéana, pp. 29-30, 120 (id.).  

£45,000  [ref: 94580]
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 REPTON, H[UMPHRY]. Designs for the pavillion at Brighton humbly inscribed to 
His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.
 For J. C. Stadler, London, 1808.

In 1805 Repton visited the Prince Regent to present him with a Red Book (Repton’s 
“before and after” designs”which he presented to clients so that they might better 
understand his intentions) for the Brighton Pavilion. The Prince Regent was so delighted 
that he said he would proceed immediately with the plan with no alterations whatsoever. 
Needless to say the designs were never carried through and Repton’s concept remained 
on paper only. Repton’s business partnership with the architect John Nash also broke 
down. After this Nash was awarded the commission to transform the pavilion.

The original idea of turning a marine pavilion into an Indian-inspired extravaganza was 
Repton’s, influenced by the vogue for all things Indian inspired by William Hodges’ 
Views of India (1786) and William Daniell’s Views of Oriental Scenery (1795). Repton 
saw a good business opportunity in publishing his otherwise wasted designs  and had 
them produced by J. C. Stadler, with Stadler bearing the costs.  The work was later 
reissued some seventeen years later to coincide with Nash’s final completion of the 
Pavilion in 1822.

The extra plates by Nash (ground plan of the building with hand-coloured vignette; 
hand-coloured ground plan: the West Front & the Front towards the Steine, both 
printed in blue; the banqueting room; the stables; and a fine hand-coloured study of 
the dome with horses in the fore-ground), provide an opportunity to compare the 
designs by Repton and Nash in one volume.

First edition. Folio (54 x 38.5 cm), x, 41 pp., twenty aquatints, comprising uncoloured frontispiece and 8 
plates (one tinted sepia plate, seven hand-coloured, including 2 double-page), five with overslips (two of the 
five with two overslips each), and eleven vignettes (one tinted in sepia and three hand-coloured), two with 
overslips, EXTRA-ILLUSTRATED with 7 plates from John Nash’s Brighton Pavilion, contemporary dark half calf 
over cloth boards, morocco label to upper cover, neat repairs to joint, an excellent example.  
Abbey Scenery 55; Tooley 396. 

£10,000  [ref: 94686]

EXTRA-ILLUSTRATED WITH NASH DESIGNS

42. 
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 RIDINGER, JOHANN ELIAS. Vorstellung und Beschreibung derer Schul und 
Campagne Pferden nach ihren Lectionen In was vor gelegenheiten solche können 
gebraucht werden ; Representation et Description de toutes les leçons des Chevaux 
de Manege et de la Campagne, dans quelles occasions on s’en puisse servir. [WITH] 
Anmerkungen von dem Carousel (Remarques du carouse)l.
 J. E. Ridinger, Augsburg: 1760 and 1761.

Ridinger was a German painter and engraver who studied at Ulm before establishing 
himself in Augsburg where he soon made a great reputation for animal paintings. He 
became the official painter for several great nobles addicted to the hunt. As here he 
represented animals accurately and naturally in the midst of beautiful landscapes, his 
execution was remarkable. But it for his depiction of horses that he is rightly most renowned. 

The first suite of plates depict the exercises for riders in the riding school (plates 
1-43) as well as on the battlefield (44-46). The riding school plates show the horse 
being introduced, then trotting, volting, galloping, the courbette, croupade, etc., through 
to the capriole. The battlefield plates show the horse being accustomed to the waving 
of flags, drumming, and shooting.

The second suite depicts the exercises for participating in tournaments and jousts. This 
copy includes the unnumbered plate with the plan of the riding school which Dejager 
calls “very rare” noting that Thienermann  found it very difficult to find a plate to list in 
his bibliography of Ridinger plates.

Provenance: Ignaz Dominik Graf von Chorinsky (1729–1792), armorial bookplate.

First (and only) edition of both works. 4to (29 x 22.5 cm). Texts in German and French. First work: engraved 
title, 36 pp., 46 engraved plates; Second work: 16 engraved plates numbered 1-15 with unnumbered plan of 
a joust, contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt, red sprinkled edges, an excellent example.  
Dejager 247 & 248; Nissen 3415; Thienemann 646–692 and 693–707.  

£8,500  [ref: 94817]

WITH THE RARE JOUSTING PLAN
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 ROBERTS, DAVID. The Holy Land, Syria, Idumea, Arabia, Egypt, & Nubia.  
 Moon, London 1842-1845 & 1846-1849.

ROBERTS’S HOLY LAND, SYRIA, IDUMEA, ARABIA, EGYPT, AND NUBIA, WAS ONE OF THE MOST 
ELABORATE VENTURES OF NINETEENTH-CENTURY PUBLISHING, PROVIDING THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE 
SERIES OF VIEWS OF THE MONUMENTS, LANDSCAPE, AND PEOPLE OF THE NEAR EAST. IT IS ONE OF 
THE GREATEST OF ALL THE COLOUR PLATE BOOKS PUBLISHED IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

THIS IS A FINE COPY WITH MINIMAL SPOTTING AND FREE OF COCKLING, AND COMES DIRECT FROM 
THE LIBRARY OF ONE OF THE SUBSCRIBERS.

David Roberts, RA (1796–1864), enjoyed a wide popularity in his day for his 
European views, but it is on the outstanding success of this project  that the modern 
appreciation of his work is based. In August 1838 he arrived in Alexandria to start 
a carefully planned enterprise. It is claimed that he was the first European to have 
unlimited access to the mosques in Cairo, under the proviso that he did not commit 
desecration by using brushes made from hog’s bristle. Leaving Cairo, he sailed up the 
Nile to record the monuments represented in the Egypt & Nubia division of the work, 
travelling as far as Wadi Halfa and the Second Cataract. At the time of publication it 
was these views that excited the most widespread enthusiasm. Roberts had already 
discussed publication of the views with Finden before leaving for the Near East, but 
on his return both Finden and Murray, who was also approached, baulked at the 
risks involved in a publication of the size and grandeur envisaged. However, Francis 
Graham Moon -  “a  self-made man from a modest background” (ODNB)  who had 
attracted the attention of the Queen and ventured to represent himself as ‘Publisher 
in Ordinary to her Majesty’ - accepted the challenge, and persuaded Louis Haghe to 
lithograph Roberts’s drawings. Roberts acknowledged that Haghe’s work was hardly 
less important than his own, complimenting his “masterly vigour and boldness.” The 
burdensome demands of the task may have even prompted Haghe’s early retirement 
as a lithographer. The Reverend George Croly (1780–1860), poet and well-known 
contributor to Blackwood’s and The Literary Gazette, was engaged to edit the text 
from Roberts’s journal.

A SUBSCRIBER’S COPY, FINELY BOUND
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This was “undoubtedly the most costly and lavish, and potentially risky, publishing 
enterprise that Moon had ever undertaken. Investing £50,000 in the project…” As 
a promotional tool, an exhibition of the original drawings was opened in London in 
1840 and subsequently toured the country, creating a considerable stir and drawing 
praise from Ruskin who described them as “faithful and laborious beyond any outlines 
from nature I have ever seen.” The exhibition catalogue also served as a prospectus 
for the projected work, and was apparently very successful in bringing forward 
subscribers, without whom any work of this size would have been doomed. The work 
was subsequently published in a variety of smaller formats. In a dramatic gesture, the 
lithographic stones for the original large format work were broken at an auction of the 
remaining plates in December 1853 so that the originals could never be reproduced.

Widely recognised at the ultimate expression of tinted lithography, an artistic 
and commercial triumph, these volumes were the result of  uniquely fortuitous 
collaboration between artist, publisher and engraver. This - a wonderful copy, in the 
preferred state, in a splendid contemporary binding - fully embodies the continuing 
impact of the project.

Provenance: The Most Noble the Marquis of Lothian, a subscriber (see subscribers list 
in vol.1 of Holy Land where he heads the list of noblemen)

First edition, 6 volumes, folio (61 x 44.2 cm.), 6 lithographed titles with pictorial vignettes and 241 
lithographed plates, the plates finely coloured by hand and mounted on card, plain lithographed portrait of 
Roberts and printed list of subscribers in volume 1 of Holy Land, engraved map in volume 3 of Holy Land 
and in volume 2 of Egypt, contemporary red half morocco by Orrock of Edinburgh, spines gilt, gilt edges, just 
occasional slight spotting, a few slight markings to covers.  
Abbey, Travel 385 & 272; Bobins I, 160; Tooley (1954) 401 & 402 

£300,000  [ref: 94668]
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 ROMANOVA, GRAND DUCHESS VICTORIA FEDOROVNA, JACQUES AND JULIE-
JACQUES NOZAL (ARTISTS). МОлитвОслОв - A Book of PrAyers. 
 St. Briac, 1929. 

UNUSUAL ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT ON VELLUM, WRITTEN AND DECORATED BY THE GRAND 
DUCHESS OF RUSSIA - BEAUTIFULLY BOUND AND FEATURING FOUR SILVER PLATES IN A GREAT ART-
DECO STYLE.

The manuscript text, written both in Russian and English, is richly adorned with 
vignettes in turquoise, red and gold. However its most striking and unusual feature 
are the four metal plates bound in, engraved on both sides. They were created by 
Julie Nozal, a French wood engraver described once as “the only woman who makes 
incunabula” (Lucette). Nozal’s work focused on medieval techniques and inspiration, 
and is very recognisable, informed both by her Catholicism and by her artistic and 
aristocratic lineage. She grew up in an environment of high wealth, privilege and 
patronage of the arts; her father was an enamelist and her father-in-law a painter. In 
her artistic career Nozal derived inspiration from early European art, following artists 
who shared her devotion to the Church and handcrafted books. 

SPECIALLY PRODUCED IN COLLABORATION WITH GRAND DUCHESS VICTORIA OF RUSSIA, HEIR 
APPARENT TO THE THRONE.

The last metal plate is inscribed “Fait par / S.A.I. Victoria / Grande Duchesse / de Russie / 
Jacques Nozal / Julie Nozal / achevé en 1929 St Briac”. Nozals’ family home “Les Emaux” 
is still located in the small town of Saint Briac outside of St. Malo, in Brittany, France. 
The town became famous for its royal inhabitants including Marie of Romania. After 
the Russian Revolution, Grand Duchess Victoria Fedorovna of Russia settled there too, 
along with her husband Grand Duke Kirill Vladimirovich.

45. Also written in English and bound in London: a manuscript for a Russian Princess 
of British descent. Victoria Melita (1876–1936) was the daughter of the second son 
of Queen Victoria, Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh and Coburg, and his consort, Maria, 
daughter of Alexander II of Russia. Victoria married first her first cousin, the Duke of 
Hesse-Darmstadt, the older brother of Empress Alexandra of Russia. They were later 
divorced, and she married second (in a Romanov House scandal) the Grand Duke 
Kirill Vladimirovich, Nicholas II’s first cousin. Kirill assumed the position of head of the 
House of Romanov and pretender to the throne, in St. Briac, on 26 July 1924, and 
proclaimed himself Emperor of all Russias on 31 August 1924.

Provenance: Grand Duchess Victoria Federovna of Russia (1876-1936); sale, 
Sotheby’s, 21 November 1967, lot 621, to Sawyer; probably Jerry Binkley (in 
Arizona, USA, explanatory typed letters joined, early 1980s).

Square 8vo (13.8 x 11.5 cm). Illuminated manuscript on vellum, parallel text in Church Slavonic and 
English, 58 leaves, with decorative headpieces and vignettes gilt, 4 etched metal plates (German silver) 
signed by Nozal, each with green silk guards. Binding by Asprey of London, square ebony boards with 
engraved metal centre- and cornerpieces, decorative enamel panel in pink-shaded blue and white and 
4 moonstones set into upper cover, two clasps, gilt edges, in velvet-lined black folding box; small cracks 
on covers.   
Lucette, Robert. “Julie–Jacques Nozal Est La Seule Femme Qui Fasse De L’incunable.” Montreal Photo–
Journal, October 21, 1948, Lettres Et Arts sec. 45. 
Ilana Goldszer 

£11,500  [ref: 94829]
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 SALT, HENRY. Twenty four views taken in St. Helena, the Cape, India, Ceylon, 
Abyssinia & Egypt.
 William Miller, London, 1809.

FIRST EDITION. A VERY FRESH, CLEAN COPY OF THE COMPLETE SET OF SALT’S VERY FINE LARGE 
FORMAT VIEWS. Salt visited the Cape, India, and the Red Sea. In Calcutta, the party was 
entertained by the Governor-General, Marquis Wellesley (the dedicatee of the present 
work) and then travelled to Benares, Lucknow, Ceylon and Madras. Salt then explored 
the Red Sea, returned to Bombay and Poona, to the Red Sea again, before making 
an extensive excursion into the Abyssinian highlands, here represented by six views. 
Contemporary advertisements make clear that the work was designed to be similar 
in size and presentation to the plates of Thomas and William Daniell’s great work, 
Oriental Scenery (1795-1808): the undoubted artistry of Salt and his engravers has 
ensured that this work is a worthy successor. A quarto text volume, with the same 
title, was published by Miller in the same year.

The plates include fine views of Chowringhee; the fort of Jaunpur; 2 aquatints of 
Lucknow including the mosque in the Great Imambara; the great Temple at Tanjore; 
Poona; the Chaitya Cave; 2 fine aquatints of Cairo; Cape Town, etc. 

Provenance: John Towneley (of Towneley Hall, Lancashire; engraved armorial bookplate); 
Robert and Maria Travis (booklabel; sold at Sotheby’s 26 May 2005, lot 248).

Atlas volume, broadsheet folio (76 x 56 cm). Aquatint title incorporating dedication, printed in sepia, 24 
hand-coloured aquatint plates by D. Havell, J. Hill and J. Bluck, supervised by Robert Havell, after Salt, on 
thick Whatman paper with watermarks of 1806, mounted on guards and interleaved throughout, these 
watermarked ‘Ruse & Turners 1805’, the two Egyptian plates still with good margins. (Title with faint spotting 
and marginal soiling, plate 23 ‘View of Grand Cairo’ with spotting in sky, a few other plates with minor 
insignificant marginal spotting.) Modern half calf over contemporary marbled boards, contemporary large 
dark-red morocco gilt label on upper cover.  
Abbey Travel II, 515 (late issue with text volume); Tooley 440 (the text ‘is not important and the work is 
usually to be found without it’) 

£48,500  [ref: 94254]
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 SEVERINI, GINO. Fleurs et Masques. 
 Frederick Etchells & Hugh Macdonald, London, 1930.

ONE OF THE MOST REMARKABLE POCHOIR BOOKS. A SUPERB DEPICTION OF CUBIST STILL LIVES, 
HARLEQUINS MUSICIANS, AND THE MASKS AND THEATRICS OF THE COMMEDIA DELL’ARTE.

“Despite abandoning cubism in his paintings in the early 1920s, Severini continued 
to use cubist elements in his decorative and graphic illustrations. The topics typical of 
Severini’s 1920s neo-cubist style - the still life with musical instruments, fruit, masks, and 
family - became the index for Fleurs et Masques.

The Fleurs et Masques pochoirs are whimsical (almost resembling playing cards) but at 
the same time sacred and profane. Throughout, Christian iconography is evident: the 
mother and child reminiscent of Mary and Jesus; ‘Ichthus’ fish and pigeons substituted 
for doves, perhaps, and grapes representative of an evangelical banquet. 

Gino Severini was an Italian painter, graphic artist, sculptor and writer born in Cortona 
on the 7th April 1883. In 1899 Severini attended evening classes at the Villa Medici, 
Rome, and on meeting Giacomo Balla and Umberto Boccioni in 1901, he began 
working as an artist. He moved to Paris in 1906, where he studied the Impressionists 
and encountered various well-known poets and philosophers. He signed the Manifesto 
of Futurist Painting in 1910, thus becoming a co-founder of Futurism. His work 
became Cubist after 1915 and focused on the harmony of geometric constructions. 
His favourite subjects were still lifes with musical instruments and scenes from the 
Commedia dell’ Arte. Between 1924 and 1935 Severini was commissioned with 
numerous murals and mosaics and published theoretical texts and books on art. He 
was awarded the Grand Prize of the Biennale in Venice in 1950. He died in Paris on 
the 26th February 1966.” (Charlotte Hodgson, Victor Batte-Lay Trust).

First edition. Folio (47 x 33 cm), limited to 125 sets only, 16 stencil pochoir plates coloured by Jean Saudé, 
under the supervision of Severini, some heightened with gold,original printed boards, spine darkened, 
original slipcase (stained), an excellent copy.  

£25,000  [ref: 94533]
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 VIRGIL (PUBLIUS VERGILIUS MARO). The works of Publius Virgilius Maro. Translated, 
adorn’d with sculpture, and Illustrated with annotations, by John Ogilby.
 Printed by Thomas Warren for the Author, and Are to Be Had at His House 
in Kings-Head Court in Shoe-Lane, London, 1654.

A MAGNIFICENT COPY RICHLY BOUND IN RED MOROCCO AND WITH THE PLATES BEAUTIFULLY 
COLOURED BY A CONTEMPORARY HAND.

The exceptional colouring by hand with the additional heightening in gilt in the 
present copy - the vibrant colour is extended to all of the initials as well as the arms 
at the foot of each plate - suggests that this copy has a distinguished provenance: the 
colour appears to precede the rebinding of the book in red morocco and it seems 
likely that the portrait, frontispiece and the first plate were laid down at the time of 
binding rather than the time of colouring, but their is no indication as to ownership. 
Books with such elaborate colour were usually produced for a specific patron or for 
presentation as is plausibly the case here. It is worth noting that a copy owned by 
Charles II and bound by Samuel Mearne was a large paper copy but uncoloured and 
that a copy in the Royal Collection is also uncoloured; we can trace no other examples 
of Ogilby’s Virgil with hand-coloured plates.

‘The illustrations are remarkable for their attentiveness to the narrative and descriptive 
details, yet it would be a mistake to regard Cleyn as a bland imitator of Vergil or an 
artist lacking in creativity and originality ... He is both a skilled craftsman, and, at his 
best, a subtle and insightful interpreter of Virgil. Cleyn’s rigorous attention to detail 
stems less from a pedantic desire to transform word into image than from a deliberate 
attempt to serve a particular 17th-century aesthetic - one that favors ornateness 
and an intricacy of design within a tightly compressed visual space. He had a habit of 
bringing together several separate, though related, narrative moments in a single image 
... ‘. (David J. Califf). 

First published in an unillustrated octavo version in 1649, John Ogilby (1600 - 1676), 
aware that his translation - he was self-taught - was inadequate, planned a new 
edition and a more lavish version, ‘adorn’d with sculpture’ as per the title and with 
elaborate and systematic notes. Ogilby commissioned the German painter Francis 
Cleyn for the illustration (it appears that only two of Cleyn’s original works for the 
book survive) which was executed by William Faithorne, Wenceslaus Hollar and Peter 
Lombard (among others), the foremost etchers and engravers of the day. The plates, of 
considerable beauty, skill and interest, especially in exceptional colour and heightened 
with gilt as in the present copy, are situated within a long-standing tradition and corpus 
of illustration for Virgil’s works - Virgil was taught in Roman schools while still living and 
the Aeneid in its day was praised as greater even than Homer’s Iliad - beginning with 
near contemporary manuscripts (the earliest surviving examples date from the 4th 
and 5th centuries A. D.) and extending through the early and late mediaeval periods 
until Gruninger’s first printed illustrated edition of 1502.

Virgil is reported to have read lines - and perhaps whole books - of the Aeneid to the 
Emperor Augustus and the epic legitimises Imperial rule by tracing Augustus’ ancestry 
back to Aeneas and through him to Troy and the Greek gods; it seems clear that the 
Royalist Ogilby was keen to draw similar parallels with the court of Charles II (at the 
time of publication in exile) and his Royalist supporters. The founder of Britain, at least 
in legend (although mentioned by Geoffrey of Monmouth), was the Trojan Brutus, a 
descendant of Aeneas and therefore a predecessor of the rightful Stuart line and the 
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exiled Charles. In addition, Ogilby dedicated the book to the Royalist William Seymour, 
Marquess and Earl of Hertford, Viscount Beauchamp and later, at the Restoration, 
Duke of Somerset, and each of the 101 plates in the work is dedicated to a Royalist 
supporter and features their arms (they were also patrons and helped defray Ogilby’s 
cost for the work by subscription). Ogilby issued an edition illustrated with the same 
plates with Latin verse in 1658 and further editions of both versions were issued 
before the Great Fire of 1666 destroyed the majority of Ogilby’s stock. Although 
Ogilby was mocked by the Augustans Pope and Dryden in terms of his verse - 
jealousy of a successful competitor explains this partially - Dryden did make use of 
copies of Ogilby’s plates for his own Virgil and Pope too praised the illustrations in his 
Dunciad. Dryden and Pope’s literary caveats aside, it is clear that Ogilby’s Virgil is one of 
the most beautiful English illustrated books of the seventeenth century.

Folio. (41 x 28 cm). [xiv], 586 pp. Engraved portrait of ‘Johannes Ogilvus’ by William Faithorne after Peter 
Lely, engraved frontispiece by Peter Lombard after Francis Cleyn, printed title in red and black, leaf with 
Ogilby’s dedication to William Seymour, Earl of Hertford etc., two leaves with ‘The Life of Publius Virgilius 
Maro’, Eclogues I - X of the ‘Bucolicks’, Books I - IV of the ‘Georgicks’ and Books I - XII of the Aeneid 
illustrated with a double-page map by Hollar for the Aeneid and 101 etched or engraved plates each with 
dedication and arms at foot by Hollar, Lombard, Faithorne and others, all after Francis Cleyn and ALL WITH 
ADDITIONAL COLOURING AND HEIGHTENING IN GILT BY HAND AND THE PLATE MARKS BORDERED IN BLACK OR BLACK AND 
GILT, 28 head-pieces, 11 tail-pieces and 28 decorative or historiated 6-line initials also with colouring and 
heightening in gilt by hand; Ogilby’s English verse with marginal notes and commentary in Roman type 
with proper nouns and quotations in italics, running headline throughout; plate for pg. 296 with slip pasted 
over dedication with replacement arms and text, portrait, frontispiece and first plate laid down presumably 
at the time of binding. Sheet size: 404 x 260 mm. Early eighteenth-century red straight-grained morocco, 
boards with elaborate roll tool borders with star-crowned coronets at corners to surround central tooled 
lozenges with coronets at points, banded spine with elaborate decorative tooling and blue morocco label 
with gilt title in seven compartments, board edges and turn-ins tooled in gilt, marbled endpapers, blue silk 
placemarkers, all edges gilt.  
Wing V610; see Brunet V, 1289 / 1290. 

£55,000  [ref: 94222]
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 YOSHITOSHI, TSUKIOKA (1839-1892); KOBAYASHI KIYOCHIKA (1847-1915); 
MIZUNO TOSHIKATA (1886-1908); AND OTHERS. [Instruction in the Fundamentals of Success].
 Matsuki Heikichi Meiji 35 [1902].

An album of 36 oban tate-e prints, titled Kyodo risshi no motoi (Instruction in the 
Fundamentals of Success) by various Meiji artists including two by Yoshitoshi, 12 by 
Kiyochika and 13 by Toshikata, depicting famous individuals throughout Japanese 
history, including Sano Tsuneyo (Kamakura period [1185-1333]) making a fire with 
pine branches, Minamoto Yoshitsune’s mistress, Shizuka Gozen (1165-1211), the sumo 
wrestler Tanikaze Kajinosuke (1750-1795) and the legendary samurai Takasugi Shinsaku 
(1839-1867).

Provenance: an Austrian private collection.

An album of 36 Japanese coloured woodblock prints (oban tate-e), size: (35.5 cm x 24) 
some signed and dated bound in concertina style with contemporary cloth boards; overall 
an excellent copy.   

£6,500  [ref: 91251]

49. 
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 ZOCCHI, GIUSEPPE. Scelta di XXIV vedute delle principali contrade, piazze, 
chiese, e palazzi della Città di Firenze. 
 Giuseppe Bouchard, Florence, 1754.

A COMPLETE SET OF THE FINEST PICTORIAL RECORD OF THE HISTORICAL ARCHITECTURE OF 
FLORENCE IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

Zocchi, a painter, draftsman, and etcher, was the protege of Gerini who commissioned 
these prints and also  paid for his artistic education in Rome, Bologna, and Lombardy. 
Although he painted easel and mural paintings, Zocchi’s oeuvre is richest in drawings 
and prints.

The present series was etched by a team of twelve artists after Zocchi’s designs.

The four most important squares are shown during a significant festivity and are 
possibly the earliest views Zocchi made for this series.  The broadest depictions of 
the city are found in the six views structured around the River Arno. They display the 
uses of the river,  the splendid bridges that cross it,  and the great buildings along its 
shore. The other views are a mixture of secular and religious spaces and buildings. They 
present florence in a fine light; beautiful architecture combined with a lively population.

“Consistently celebrative and accomplished, this collection shows  a city striving 
to maintain a placid and prosperous appearance; Zocchi’s limpid vision, similar to 
Carlevaris’ and Visentini’s interpretations of Venice, endow the city with cohesion and 
serenity” (Millard).

Provenance: Russian Stroganoff family with nineteenth century armorial bookplate with 
motto “Terram opes patriae sibi nomen”.

Second edition. Folio (58 x 41.5 cm). Double-page engraved allegorical title page, engraved dedication, 
engraved map, 24 double-page etched and engraved plates numbered I-XXIV, engraved by Corsi, Franceschini, 
Gabuggiani, Gregori, Papini, Muller, Marieschi, Monaco, Pazzi Pfeffel, Seuter, Sgrilli, Vasi, after drawings by Zocchi, 
contemporary red morocco gilt, small hole (50 mm) to blank outer margin outside plate mark of plate VII, tiny 
area of restoration to verso plate XXIII outside plate mark, a most handsome example.  
Berlin Kat. 2700, Brunet V, 1107. 

£37,500  [ref: 94763]

50. 
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